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ABSTRACT
Equine patients admitted into hospital settings can experience varying levels
of emotional stress due to changes in environment and handling. They undergo
various routine treatment procedures that are not always recognized as stressful.
The primary objectives of this study were to determine whether horses were
stressed during procedures conducted when hospitalized, and to determine a
method for recognizing and quantifying the severity of their stress. Stress severity
of a cohort of equine in-patients was examined using observations of video
footage to identify behavioural responses, heart rate variability and salivary
cortisol measurements taken at baseline and following physical examination,
venipuncture, and weighing. Physiological measurements indicated that horses
experienced stress during hospitalization, but they did not indicate significant
differences between clinical procedures. Comparing physiological measurements
to various stress behaviours, indicated that ear flicking behaviour was correlated
with heart rate and heart rate variability parameters. Using this data, a behaviour
scale was created by first ranking physiological and behavioural measurements to
categorize horses based on the severity of their stress responses and then counts of
ear flicking were used to create ranges for quantifying stress severity. By
utilizing this behaviour scale in clinical practice, it is proposed that handlers can
determine whether horses are experiencing stress, and to what extent, and act to
mitigate their stress. In doing so, they will improve the ease and efficacy of
administering treatments, as well as improve the overall welfare of their equine
patients.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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1.1.

Overview
In equine medicine, a majority of treatments can be carried out on the farm;

however, there are select treatments that require animals to be transported to a veterinary
hospital. In these instances, horses are often faced with a variety of novel stimuli, and as
a result they may begin to exhibit physiological and behavioural indices of stress. As yet,
there is no standardized method of scoring responses to negatively perceived stimulation
in hospitalized equine patients. The lack of such a tool is especially significant in the
context of a veterinary teaching hospital, where students with little or no prior equine
experience are taught appropriate handling and care for horses in a clinical setting. The
development of such a scoring method would help clinicians, students, and staff properly
assess signs of stress in hospitalized equine patients and act accordingly to mitigate this
stress.
Stress in hospitalized equine patients can be detrimental in many aspects, though
often, it is not easily identified by handlers. As yet, there is no uniform education for staff
in large animal medicine with regards to identifying the subtle signs of stress exhibited by
patients, while in small animal medicine there has been a clear shift toward providing
training on fear-reducing techniques (1-4). In a hospital setting, horses are removed from
familiarity and predictability of their home environment, and their herd and transported to
an unfamiliar location. Upon arrival they may be handled by multiple unfamiliar people,
including students and barn staff, and exposed to many novel stimuli. They may also
undergo novel procedures, requiring manipulations and handling techniques with which
they are unfamiliar.
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Manifestations of stress by patients in hospital may include unwanted behaviours
and can be both a nuisance and a risk to clinicians and other hospital staff, increasing the
difficulty and decreasing the efficacy of many routine procedures. Outward displays of
stress can have insidious consequences, such as injury to horse or handler. When horses
exhibit stress behaviour, some handlers may react with more forceful handling
techniques, causing the stress of the patient to increase further. In this cycle, stress can
lead to reactive handling, which can perpetuate or worsen the stress response.
Consequently, stress responses can hinder accurate assessment of medical conditions,
affect treatment options, and damage relationships between horses and humans that may
adversely affect the ability to provide treatment in future.
Despite these recognized complications associated with increased stress, little
research has been conducted on the recognition and mitigation of stress levels of
hospitalized equine patients (5). If given a practical tool for the identification and
quantification of stress levels, handlers will be able to better recognize stress indices and
actively change their methods in order to decrease stress and improve patient welfare.

1.2.

The definition of stress
Though the term “stress” has been a common concept in animal welfare research,

there exists no universally agreed upon definition. The published veterinary literature on
the topic of stress in animals contains vague or anecdotal definitions of the term (6, 7) or,
occasionally, no definition at all (8-10). Despite this lack of clarity, many researchers
agree that “stress” is an important consideration in animal welfare.
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The earliest description of the concept of stress was coined by scientist Hans
Selye (11, 12). He broadly defined stress as “the nonspecific response of the body to any
demand.” (11) Though this definition is accurate, it is problematic in its generality in
relation to the supposed non-specificity of stress, as well as its failure to address the
cognitive aspects of stress (13, 14). Another definition of stress, proposed by George
Fink, uses a more specific biological approach. He defines stress as any stimulus that
activates the hypothalamic-pituitary- adrenal axis (HPA) and sympathetic
adrenomedullary axis (SAM), causing the subsequent release of associated hormones
(12). Other definitions of stress can be found in stress literature, some of which are more
tailored to specific classifications of stress (15, 16).
Just as there exists a variety of definitions for the term stress, there also exists a
variety of different ways in which to classify the type of stress. One classification system
breaks stress down into two broad categories: psychophysical and psychological stress.
Psychophysical stress is caused by physical mechanisms such as hunger, thirst, injury,
fatigue, or thermal pressures, while psychological stress can be caused by factors such as
handling, or novelty (17). Psychophysical stress has a physiological origin, and can
contain both physical and emotional detriments, while psychological stress does not have
a physiological origin but can still have both physical and psychological consequences (9,
17).
Psychological stress results solely from the perception that external stimuli exceed
the adaptive capacity of the individual (6). One particularly significant component of
psychological stress is fear. Fear is an emotional state resulting in physiological changes,
such as increased heart rate and respiratory rate that is induced by the perception of
4

danger (17). Fear stress also induces behavioural changes in animals, such as avoidance
behaviours, which can lead to non-compliance and associated handling risks for both
horse and handler.
For this research, an ostensive definition has been selected, which postulates that
stress is the response of an organism to an external stressor, which it perceives as
threatening to its homeostasis, which the organism attempts to rectify through adaptive
physiological and behavioural responses (8, 9, 17-21). A stressor is defined as any
stimulus which is perceived as threatening to homeostasis. This definition attempts to
encapsulate a variety of statements. A further distinction can be made between stress, and
distress. While stress implies the adaptation that occurs to rectify homeostasis in response
to a stressor, distress implies the negative emotions that accompany the adaptive response
that is undertaken (e.g. fear and anxiety) (13, 22, 23).

1.3.

Determinants of responses to stressors
1.3.1. Species-related determinants
1.3.1.1. Overview
There are a variety of stimuli which can be perceived as stressful and can

elicit physiological and behavioural changes in response to homeostatic threat. These
changes can result from a dynamic array of stimuli, including alterations in the
surrounding environment, or routine, exposure to novel objects, or social changes. The
saliency of the stressor to the individual is dependent upon an assortment of factors
including the perceived severity of the stressor to the animal, and duration of exposure,
and the perceived control over the exposure incident (12, 13).
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Stress responses observed in equids are largely related to their evolutionary history, prior
to domestication. Horses are an herbivorous prey species that dwell in highly social herd
settings. Their primary defense against predation is derived from the safety provided by
the herd, and their flight response to the threat of predation. As a prey species, it is also
evolutionary sensible that they would innately be cautious of novel stimuli which could
pose a potential threat, thus the presence of a fear response (46).
1.3.1.2. Visual perception and associated stressors
One hurdle in determining stress responses in horses, and other non-human
species, is the gap between their perceptive capabilities in comparison with human
perceptive capabilities. While four of the primary senses that horses rely upon are similar
in humans, there are also vast differences in the capacities of these sensory systems and
the ecological importance of these senses to both species. These differences are the result
of physiological variances, corresponding to evolutionary adaptations. Perception is
highly variable not only between but within species.
While both humans and horses rely heavily on vision, equine vision differs from
human vision in two primary regards: sensitivity and acuity. The first distinction worth
noting is the difference in positioning of human and horse eyes. Human eyes, situated on
the front of the face, with a field of vision spanning approximately 150 degrees, afford
humans a high degree of visual acuity. Receiving input from both eyes simultaneously
increases the acuity of the visual signal and provides valuable stereoscopic information
on depth and distance. In contrast, equine eyes are positioned laterally on the sides of the
horse’s head. This grants the horse 200 degrees of horizontal vision, with the exception of
a blind spot directly in front of them, and directly behind. There is a small field of vision
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down the nose of the horse where binocular overlap occurs, approximately 60 degrees.
The lack of binocular overlap results in decreased visual acuity, although research has
shown that horses do have stereoscopic capabilities (24).
The equine eye is comparatively larger and has an ovular shaped pupil and more
pronounced retinal curvature, while their human counterparts have smaller and more
rounded eyes. These features allow for the broad field of vision horizontally and
vertically. As previously mentioned, perception can differ within species. In one case,
visual perception can vary depending on age and breed, as both of these are factors which
affect eye position and skull size. Additionally, forelock thickness and length can hamper
visual perception (46).
Hyperopia, a common condition in humans, is also prevalent in horses, meaning
distant objects appear more clearly than near objects. Furthermore, equine retinae are
dominated by rod cells instead of cone cells, which contrast with human retinal
composition. This receptor pattern allows for greater vision in scotopic conditions, and
allows better detection of movement; however, the comparative lack of cone cells further
hampers daytime visual acuity (25). Human cone receptors allow perception colour
between the wavelengths of 700 nm to 400 nm. Conversely, horses are only able to
perceive two hues of the visible colour spectrum, similar to humans that suffer from
colour blindness. Horses can readily distinguish between colours like blue and yellow,
and less readily distinguish between colours like red and green (26, 27).
These visual adaptations are the result of evolutionary influences. Horses are prey
animals, which largely feed at ground level. They feed most actively at times of low light,
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just after dawn and before dusk, though they are active throughout the day and night.
They are preyed upon by species that approach at ground level, so ground level stimuli
are particularly salient to them. Human handlers are often quick to assume that equine
patients have similar visual capabilities, and fail to recognize potentially avoidable
stressors in hospital, such as poorly placed equipment and sharp movements.
Stress responses in relation to visual perception in horses has been reported in a
variety of studies, including those pertaining to transportation and novel object testing
(28, 29). In transport settings, horses are in motion; however, they are unable to access
visual cues as to the direction of travel, and stimuli external to their immediate
surroundings. They are also often transported away from their herd and are therefore,
unable to access important visual cues of alert to potential threat that they would
normally gain from other horses. Furthermore, trailering itself may be a form of novel
stimulation, depending upon the horse’s previous experience with trailering, meaning that
the setting of the trailer would provide novel visual cues (30-32).
Studies pertaining to transport in horses often determine that horses exhibit
heightened indices of stress, such as increased cortisol concentrations, decreased heart
rate variability, and behavioural changes such as increased incidence of behavoiurs such
as vocalization, pawing and head-tossing among others (10, 28). Research has shown the
importance of visual cues provided by other horses in that horses appear less stressed
when accompanied by another horse during travel, and the presence of a mirror
(mimicking such cues) can be beneficial (28).
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As with trailering, there are many other instances in which horses may elicit stress
responses due to the stimuli from multiple sensory modalities. Handling may represent an
avenue for stressful stimulation. Many aspects of handling offer visual stimulation to the
horse, whether intentional or unintentional. For instance, visual cues can be used in
training of horses. Examples include training a horse to increase pace at the sight of a
whip, or demonstration of a task (33). Unintentional visual cues can include familiarity of
the handler and the handler’s facial expression. Horses are able to determine familiarity
of human handlers based upon visual appearance (34, 35), and they are capable of
forming lasting memories of familiar individuals for at least eight months after separation
(36). Handling by a calm, and competent unfamiliar individual can be just as effective as
handling by a familiar individual (37).
Horses appear to possess the ability to determine human emotions based on visual
cues, alone. Horses show heightened physiological stress indices and avoidance behavior
toward images of “angry” human faces (38). The ability of horses to recognize human
emotions through facial expressions is of particular importance in the setting of a
teaching hospital where inexperienced students may unintentionally convey facial
emotional cues indicative of their uncertainty in working with large animals.
Novel object studies also provide valuable insight in potential stressors in hospital
settings. In a clinical setting, horses are likely exposed to a variety of novel visual cues,
such as the scale, stocks, and machinery used in diagnosis and treatment. Studies that
utilize novel visual cues, such as umbrellas and garbage bags, in equine fear tests show
increased physiological and behavioral indices of stress (29, 39). The presence of a calm
companion can decrease stress in naïve horses in such circumstances (39).
9

1.3.1.3. Auditory perception and associated stressors
The ability to perceive sounds by detecting vibrations in the air is referred
to as the sense of hearing. Air vibrations cause the vibration of a series of inner ear
structures, leading to nerve signaling. These signals are then interpreted as sound. Sound
is typically measured in terms of the frequency of vibrations, which is the number of
vibrations that occur per second (in units of Hertz, abbreviated Hz). The optimal range of
sound for human hearing is 2000–4000 Hz, but the entire audible range is typically 20–
20,000 Hz. The audible range of horses does not extend as low as that of humans;
however, they can hear higher frequencies- up to approximately 33,000Hz, which is
considered ultrasonic (40).
Stimulus saliency is also an important consideration; auditory stimuli provide an
essential form of predator detection for a species that grazes with its head lowered.
Divided attention, also known as multi-tasking, refers to individual capacity for attending
to two or more environmental stimuli at once. Multi-tasking often, if not always,
decreases task efficiency so equine sensory perception is adapted to be as efficient as
possible. Another notable auditory adaptation in the equine species, is their ability to
move their ears independently of one another, enabling them to attend to sounds
originating from different directions (41, 42). Many riders think that when horses move
their ears to a backward facing position that they are automatically displaying signs of
aggression or agitation, when they may be attending to the stimuli on their back (i.e., the
rider).
Horses and humans are both capable of using interaural time difference to
pinpoint the origin of sounds that they hear, by utilizing information about the difference
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in time when the vibrations reached each ear. This process is efficient for lower
frequencies. Humans, however, are capable of utilizing another process, called interaural
intensity difference, which utilizes information about the difference in intensity which
with vibrations hit each ear. Horses do not possess this capability; therefore, it is more
difficult for them to localize brief high-pitched sounds (40, 41).
Transportation studies that indicate heightened stress in horses could also be
attributed in part to auditory stressors (10, 15). The level of auditory stimulation
experienced during trailer transportation can be dependent upon the road conditions (i.e.
paved versus gravel), as well as the trailer type and vehicle being used for transport. It
would also be dependent upon the environment in which the transport is occurring (i.e.
city versus country transport, and weather conditions at the time of transport).
Handling can also generate auditory stimuli that can be stressful to horses.
Research has shown that not only can horses identify familiar humans using visual cues,
they are also able to identify familiarity using solely auditory stimuli. Proops and
McComb demonstrated equine ability to match familiar voices with the correct familiar
visual human cues, using a preferential looking design (43). Stress responses relating to
novel object exposure may also possess an auditory component. For instance, it is likely
that there are many audible stimuli in a hospital setting that are perceptible to horses and
not to humans. Ultrasonic noises emitted by various hospital machinery may prove
distracting and alarming to equine patients.
Conversely, auditory stimulation can have the opposite effect on equine stress
levels. Similar to results noted in humans, the calming effect of “relaxing” music can be
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seen in horses. In a study conducted by Kedzierski et al. the researchers observed that
playing music that humans consider relaxing around horses for three hours a day notably
decreased indices of stress, namely HRV parameters and salivary cortisol (7).
1.3.1.4. Olfactory perception and associated stressors
Olfaction, the process of chemoreception that occurs when odor molecules
are inhaled and bind to olfactory receptors, is also of great significance to equine
perception. The primary variations between human and equine olfactory perception are
sensitivity and the presence of the vomeronasal organ.
Horses have large olfactory bulbs, compared to humans, and the surface of
their bulbs is particularly convoluted, providing a large surface area available for
olfactory receptors, allowing them to bind many small volatile odor molecules. Horses
also have sizable nostrils, and a large capacity for air intake, enhancing their ability to
make use of some larger non-volatile odor molecules, called pheromones. Horses process
pheromones using the vomeronasal organ or Jakobson’s organ, which is vestigial in
humans. Horses exhibit flehmen responses, curling their upper lip, and drawing odorants
into the vomeronasal organ (44-46).
Stallions exhibit fecal marking and have been shown to preferentially
mark the feces of other stallions with their own feces and will mark the feces of mares
with their urine (45). Scent detection and marking may result in heightened aggression or
agitation by the marking stallion (45). Horses are also capable of localizing the origin of
olfactory stimuli, also known as stereo-olfaction, due to the lateral positioning of their
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nostrils (46). This is another mechanism in their complex predator alarm and social
system.
Horses are more apt to attend to a body odor sample obtained from an unfamiliar
horse, than to a familiar horse. This discrimination indicates not only that horses have the
ability to differentiate between samples taken from different horses, but that they have the
potential to remember the samples so as to distinguish between familiar and unfamiliar
(47, 48). Occasionally owners use transport services in order to transport their horses to
and from the hospital. In these cases, horses are transported in trailers that have held
unfamiliar horses. These horses may have released pheromones that communicated their
levels of stress, contributing to heightened stress levels in future horses. Additionally, in a
hospital setting, horses are exposed to odors from many unfamiliar horses, which could
potentially lead to heightened stress. Horses also appear to be capable of distinguishing
handler familiarity using olfactory cues (34), which indicates that they would be able to
distinguish unfamiliarity of handlers in clinic. In concert with other threatening stimuli,
this could cause an increase in stress. Lavender essential oil aromatherapy treatments also
appear to decrease indices of stress in horses, including salivary cortisol and HRV
measures (16, 49).
1.3.1.5. Tactile perception and associated stressors
Horses are greatly sensitive to tactile sensation, or the sense of touch
caused by contact, pressure, or traction on the skin. The sensitivity of equine tactile
receptors is often greatly underestimated, and areas of greatest sensitivity may be
misunderstood. Regions of increased reception include the lips, with which most humans
are aware, and regions on their flank and back (46). Horses are highly capable of feeling
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the slightest points of pressure or irritation on their skin, such as the presence of flies.
These areas of sensitivity are of critical consideration in relation to human handling, and
hospital procedures. For instance, research on ultrasonography has shown that there is
significant variation in the elicitation of stress response between various procedures,
specifically in pregnant mares. Schonbom et al. determined that the practice of
transabdominal ultrasonography is less stressful than transrectal ultrasonography (50).
Touch is also an important mechanism for the exploration of novel objects. Due
to the high concentration of tactile receptors in their lips, a horse is very apt to explore
novel objects using their lips, as this tactile exploration provides them with valuable
information about stimuli that complements the information gathered using their other
senses. For instance, when a horse is grazing, they utilize their vision to scan for
predators and are therefore may not be attending carefully to ground stimuli. By using
their lips to explore the ground, they are able to avoid eating unwanted things, like
pebbles and undesirable plants (46).
When handling horses, it is especially important to consider their sensitivity to
tactile stimuli. Physical restraint can very quickly become stressful for horses, depending
on the nature of the stimuli and experience of the handler. It is prudent to note that use of
physical restraint removes the autonomy of the horse, critical for prey species, as restraint
eliminates their perceived ability to flee from potential threats (51-53). Use of aids to
encourage certain behaviours in horses, such as forward movement, should be done with
great care, so as not to frighten or injure the horse. Some forms of physical restraint can
stimulate a calming effect in horses. For instance, the practice of “twitching” or applying
specific pressure to the horse’s upper lip using a handheld device, has been found to
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decrease HR, and increase plasma concentrations of endorphins when used for short
intervals of time (54-56). When applied in the instance of a stressor, lip twitching has
been found to not only restrain the horse, but instead, to reduce their physiological
indications of stress to baseline much more rapidly than if the twitch was not utilized at
all. The benefits of lip twitching can also be elucidated through repeated exposure.
Whereas horses tend to become averse to painful or uncomfortable stimuli following
repeated exposure, they do not show such a reaction to lip-twitching (55).
Another form of mechanical restraint is the ear-twitch, in which the twitch chain
is applied to the horse’s ear rather than the lip. Although mechanically similar to liptwitching, the underlying mechanism of restraint is significantly different. Ear-twitching
is successful in restraining horses; however, the practice elicits evident physiological and
behavioral stress responses (54). This further highlights the importance of appropriate
handling techniques that carefully consider the emotional outcome of the horses, rather
than solely considering the efficiency for the handler.
Tactile stimuli are also salient in social settings. Grooming is a prominent form of
social communication amongst horses. Grooming is a bonding activity for horses of the
same herd, especially for mothers and foals (57). Grooming in horses by other horses and
by humans has been shown to have a relaxing effect on horses and can decrease heart rate
(58). Stress, measured by increased HR and decreased HRV, was found to decrease with
the administration of daily relaxation massages performed by equine physiotherapists,
indicating that positive tactile stimulation had a calming effect on equine subjects (7, 59),
if horses were pre-exposed to massage practices.
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1.3.2. Individual determinants
Responses to stressors can be highly variable between individuals, despite
identical presentation. Variability can be attributed to demographics, rearing, genetics,
and attempts to control a situation exhibited by each individual. Individual experience
and perception of the threat is a key contributor to the level of response mounted (60).
Age and sex are two known determinants of the magnitude of response to a
particular stressor. In studies conducted in laboratory rats, increased age was associated
with a decline in the function of homeostatic systems responsible for measurable stress
response, such as the endocrine and cardiovascular systems, so older animals exhibited an
inhibited response in comparison to younger animals (61). Despite evidence suggesting
that correlations exist between age, sex, and physiological stress response in other
mammals (61-64), studies specifically designed to discern similar patterns in horses have
not produced the same results (65, 66) with the exception of a positive correlation
between age and plasma ACTH concentration (67).
Genetic selection can be utilized to control the temperament of domesticated
animals. For centuries, humans have been selectively breeding for desirable
temperamental traits in animals to optimize them for use and companionship. Selection
for a calm, or gregarious temperament may decrease responses to stressful stimuli, such
as those presented by human interaction (17). It is also important to consider the
unintentional selection of specific traits associated with horses in different kinds of work.
For instance, successful racehorses may tend to be more capricious, and through the
purposeful breeding of performance, the capricious nature may also be selected for.
Horses bred for the purpose of dressage, or equine-assisted therapy, may possess a more
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relaxed character. Hence, varied stress responses may be seen amongst horses bred for
differing purposes (57).

1.3.3. Coping
In studies relating to stress responses in animals and humans (23), two coping
styles have been prominently noted: proactive coping, and reactive coping. The term
coping refers to a consistent pattern of behavioural and physiological responses used to
attempt to gain control of a stressful experience. Proactive copers tend to display more
offensive, or aggressive behaviour characteristics, and are more likely to engage with a
stressor in an attempt to manipulate it. Proactive coping mechanisms tend to be
associated with higher sympathetic reactivity and are congruent with either the “fight or
flight” response. These horses will use overt behaviours to remove the stressor or remove
themselves from the stressor. Reactive copers tend to be more subdued and adopt a more
passive approach to stressors. Reactive coping mechanisms tend to be associated with
lower sympathetic reactivity, but higher HPA reactivity, and are consistent with the
“conservation-withdrawal” response (23, 68). These horses tend to freeze or submit in
response to a stressor.
Horses, like other mammals, tend to display proactive and reactive mechanisms of
coping (21). Nagy et al. identified the coping styles associated with stereotypic behaviour
in horses and determined that when presented with unreachable food stimuli, horses
would either begin cribbing or continue to exhibit behaviours directed at reaching the
food. They determined that cribbing in horses was consistent with a reactive coping style,
as they conceded to the stressor in a manner that was redirected away from the source of
stress, while non-cribbing horses that continued to direct their behaviour toward the food
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were displaying a proactive coping style as they were engaging with the stressor in a
more aggressive manner (69).
Ijichi et al. used subjective and objective methods to determine the temperament
of the horses, and then fear-tested horses to discern the behaviours associated with each
coping style in horses. Fear tests included a bridge test for handling response, a reactivity
test for startle response, and a novel object test for exploration behaviour, among others.
During these tests they were able to assess the horse’s behaviour in a variety of situations.
Their subjective and objective assessments of extroverted horses corresponded well with
the proactive coping style, exhibiting stressor avoidance and restraint resistance. The use
of subjective and objective assessments in concert is beneficial in predicting coping style,
and thus predicting potentially hazardous behaviour associated with the proactive coping
style (70).

1.4.

Physiology of stress
1.4.1. Overview
The occurrence of stress has many implications for individual physiology of

mammalian species, ranging from neurological, to cardiovascular. The broad spectrum of
systems affected by stress is an indication of the interconnection of each system, and the
complex role each one plays in stress mediation. Cognitive appraisal of a stimulus as
threatening activates the autonomic branch of the nervous system, and subsequently, a
cascade of neuroendocrine reactions. These reactions can be characterised by fluctuations
of three interconnected systems: the sympathetic adrenomedullary (SAM) axis, the
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hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), and the parasympathetic nervous system,
which will be discussed in relation to heart rate variability (12, 13).

1.4.2. Sympathoadrenal medullary axis
Perception of a threatening stimulus by the cerebral cortex results in the
transmission of neurological impulses, which in turn triggers the release of the
catecholamines norepinephrine, and epinephrine. The concentrations at which each of
these catecholamines is released is dependent upon the nature of the stressor (23).
Crucially, epinephrine and norepinephrine act to redirect metabolic processes and enable
energy redistribution within the body, contributing to the “fight or flight” response to
stress (71). The physiological responses elicited by the SAM axis may terminate quickly
following the removal of the stressful stimulus (23, 75).

1.4.3. Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis
If the activation of the SAM axis and the subsequent physiological changes do not
restore homeostasis following exposure to a stressful stimulus, the HPA may be
activated. This pathway begins with the release of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF)
from the anterior hypothalamus, which in concert with other influencing hormones and
neuropeptides, stimulates the secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the
anterior pituitary gland (12, 18, 72). In turn, ACTH stimulates the production of
glucocorticoids from the zona fasciculata of the adrenal cortex. Glucocorticoids provide
the energy required for the “fight or flight” response and are involved in a negative
feedback mechanism which aids in the termination of the HPA-mediated stress response
(72).
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1.4.4. Heart rate analysis
1.4.4.1. Overview
Heart rate is highly variable, and is heavily dependent on multiple factors,
including metabolic rate, circadian rhythms, disease processes, and individual response to
a perceived stressor. Heart rate analysis, particularly the analysis of its variability, has
become a common tool used in stress research for many species, largely due to its noninvasive methodology. Heart rate variability (HRV) is a physiological parameter, which
refers to the variability in length of time between inter-beat intervals, by analyzing the
fluctuation of heart rate around the mean. Heart rate is determined by contributions from
both the sympathetic (SNS) and parasympathetic (PNS) branches of the autonomic
nervous system, allowing for rapid responses to a variety of stimuli.
The SNS contribution increases as a result of exposure to stressful stimuli and
causes an increase in the rate of firing of pacemaker cells in the sinoatrial node (SA) of
the heart, stimulating an acceleration of heart rate and decreased HRV. This reaction is
mediated by the release and metabolism of norepinephrine which is a relatively slow
process. Inversely, increased PNS activity and the associated decrease in pacemaker
firing rate, results in deceleration of heart rate and increased HRV. The decrease in heart
rate occurs in response to the release of acetylcholine, which is released and metabolized
more rapidly than norepinephrine, resulting in a swifter physiological response (73). The
analysis of heart rate variability is conducted through the assessment of numerous
parameters that are separated into two categories; time domain and frequency domain
measures (74).
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Time domain analysis is based on a variety of statistics calculated from the interbeat intervals, while frequency domain parameters are derived from Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) and auto-regression (AR) analyses which separate the variance
into frequency bands. Variance can be allocated into four separate frequency bands, with
defining frequency ranges, including ultra-low frequency, very low frequency, low
frequency, and high frequency. Ultra-low frequency variance is influenced by circadian
rhythms, while very low frequency variance is often attributed to a variety of stimuli such
as posture or thermoregulation, as well as pathological of conditions such as congestive
heart failure and acidosis. For the purpose of stress research, it is prudent to consider low
frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) variances in particular, which are discussed
below (75-77).
1.4.4.2. R-R interval and heart rate
The R-R interval refers to the length of time between the R peaks of the
QRS complex in an electrocardiogram (74) (Figure 1). During exposure to stressful
stimuli, as heart rate (HR) increases, the interval between R peaks decreases. Maximal
decrease of HRV is achieved at approximately four seconds, and baseline values are
restored after approximately 20 seconds following the cessation of the stressor (75).
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Figure 1. Equine electrocardiogram displaying two consecutive QRS complexes;
R-R interval is indicated by red line between two consecutive R peaks. (Picture
retrieved from: “Sports Medicine”, University of Calgary (2015)
https://www.ucalgary.ca/horsehealth/sportsmedicine

1.4.4.3. Standard deviation of normal to normal intervals
Another time domain measurement based on inter-beat intervals is the
standard deviation of normal to normal intervals (SDNN). This is a measurement of the
standard deviation of all normal R-R intervals within a segment (76) and is indicative of
vagal mediation. The measurement of SDNN is generally suitable for analysis of overall
effectors on HRV, including circadian rhythm (78, 79).
1.4.4.4. Root mean square of successive differences
Root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD) is derived from the
SDNN and is the square root of the averaged sum of the squared distances between all
normal R-R intervals within a segment (76) and is also indicative of vagal mediation. In
contrast with SDNN analysis, RMSSD is generally reflective of shorter-term effectors
and is not dependent upon circadian variations in HRV (79).
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1.4.4.5. High frequency
Factors that contribute to HRV add variability at various frequencies.
Parasympathetic activity is associated with modulations that occur in the high frequency
(HF) band, also known as the respiratory band (75). In equids, this band is thought to
range between 0.01Hz-0.07Hz, though there is some debate (80-82). Parasympathetic
mediation is demonstrated through vagal blockade, resulting in an eliminated variation
within the high frequency band (83). Due to the nature of the signaling pathways
between the parasympathetic nervous system and the SA node, the effect of vagal
signaling is much more rapid than that of sympathetic signaling (generally occurring
within five seconds), hence the ability of parasympathetic contribution to high frequency
variation (10, 77, 84).
1.4.4.6. Low frequency
Sympathetic activity is primarily associated with low frequency (LF)
modulations, although there is thought to be secondary vagal contribution (75). In equids,
this band is thought to range between 0.07Hz-0.6Hz, though this is also varies slightly
depending upon which literature values each researcher decides to adopt (80-82). Low
frequency mediation is demonstrated through sympathetic blockade, resulting in notable
alteration of the variation within the low frequency band (83), as well as the fluctuation
of sympathetic activity within the muscles (78). Response to sympathetic activity
generally occurs after five seconds and peaks after approximately 20 to 30 seconds (85).
Parasympathetic mediation is also exhibited within the low frequency band, demonstrated
through vagal blockade (83).
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1.4.4.7. High frequency to low frequency ratio
Considering the linkages between HF and LF modulations with vagal and
sympathetic activity, respectively, the ratio between HF and LF is thought by some to
represent the balance between the activity of both systems (75, 86). In contrast to the
rapid response of parasympathetic signaling on heart rate, the response to sympathetic
signaling is comparatively delayed. This delay results in the inability of sympathetic
signaling to contribute to high frequency activity (77).
1.4.4.8. Heart rate analysis in horses
Due to their nature as a prey species and their adaptive likelihood to flee
from threats, horses may perceive a variety of stimuli as stressful and attempt to evade
them. Research has shown that horses display a physiological response to stress, evident
in their HRV. For instance, horses are apt to consider novel objects with caution, thus
triggering a sympathovagal imbalance, and a resulting increase of HR and decrease of
HRV parameters SDNN and RMSSD. Researchers suggest that this is indirectly
indicative of an increase in sympathetic mediation, due to the lack of opposing
parasympathetic tone (29). Transportation is also a significant cause of stress responses in
equine subjects, and once again an increased HR and decreased HRV are noted (10, 30,
87).
Handling by humans is particular stressful for horses, as it often requires the presence
of humans in their flight zone, and often times involves some form of restraint, thusly
limiting their flight defence mechanism. During studies in which the horse is directed to
perform specific, potentially stressful movements, such as backward walking, an
increased HR and decreased SDNN were observed (88, 89). Increased LF power,
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decreased HF power, and increased LF:HF ratio further illustrate increased sympathetic
and decreased vagal tone (88). Additionally, the environment in which the stressful
stimuli occur appears to be salient in relation to stress responses. Lewinski and colleagues
observed a more exaggerated increase in HR, and more exaggerated decrease in RMSSD
during riding at public events than in training (90). Furthermore, when horses are
deprived of using mechanisms of coping with stressful stimuli, they display heightened
indices of stress. When horses that use crib-biting, a stereotypic behaviour, as a method
of coping with feed-related stress, are prevented from doing so by surgical or mechanical
means, they display higher levels of stress as indicated by HRV measurements (69).

1.4.5. Cortisol concentration
Another notable physiological marker of stress is cortisol, which can be assayed using
a variety of methods. Salivary cortisol, resulting from passive diffusion into the salivary
glands, in particular, is considered a reliable measure of HPA activation (91-93). The
change in salivary cortisol concentration in response to stress is delayed compared to
changes observed in HRV, occurring minutes after exposure to stressful stimuli (94, 95).
In addition to its effects on inflammation and immune response, cortisol is also crucial in
facilitating adaptation of the animal to the stressor through neural feedback mechanisms
involving the hippocampus: the area of the brain associated with memory formation,
learning, and emotion (94).
The measurement of salivary cortisol is often a preferred method of
physiological stress assessment in horses, due to the non-invasive, uncomplicated nature
of the sampling method and ability to measure unbound cortisol (10, 93). Many studies
on transport-related stress demonstrate an increase in salivary cortisol concentration, as a
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result of exposure to stress associated with road transportation (10, 30, 87). Competition
and training of horses can also increase salivary cortisol concentration(89, 90, 96).
Environmental and social changes, such as a change from group to individual housing,
can also elicit a stress response, illustrated by increased cortisol concentration (97).
In addition to saliva, other assays of cortisol concentration include serum, fecal,
and others. Serum cortisol has been utilized as a biomarker of stress in a number of
studies, including those on transport, and training (97-99). In some instances, the
measurement of serum cortisol is favorable. For instance, dramatic fluctuations
throughout the circadian cycle allow for more distinct patterns to emerge. Although
serum cortisol is an informative marker of stress in equids and is often found to correlate
significantly with salivary cortisol concentrations (r= 0.32 to r= 0.90) (93, 100), the
measurement of salivary cortisol is generally favourable in many instances. While
salivary cortisol measures unbound cortisol, which has been found to be an optimal
indicator of HPA activity, serum cortisol is a measurement of overall cortisol
concentration. Despite the correlation between the two measurements, salivary cortisol
concentration cannot be used to predict serum cortisol concentration; therefore, when
utilizing serum cortisol measurements in stress studies, a separation manipulation is
prudent (93).
Additionally, the use of serum cortisol is less desirable than that of salivary
cortisol in studies of stress, due to its less pronounced reactivity. For instance, in studies
that use ACTH stimulation to simulate stress, it has been noted that salivary cortisol
increases up to ten times more than serum cortisol concentration, while also returning to
baseline more rapidly. Finally, specifically in stress studies involving equids, the ease of
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collection of salivary cortisol compared to serum cortisol is highly advantageous.
Whereas saliva is collected using a mouth swab, serum is collected through venipuncture
or insertion of an intravenous catheter, which can cause further increase in stress levels,
or other complications for horse and handler (93).
Fecal cortisol metabolites are also a commonly used form of stress measurement
in horses, although its uses are better suited to long-term studies of stress and is helpful in
detecting chronic stress responses. Fecal cortisol concentration has been used in stress
studies relating to long transportation, and changes in social environment among others
(10, 101-103). Although fecal cortisol concentrations are an enlightening marker in longterm stress studies, they are resistant to small, short-lived variations in cortisol that are
discernible through other means of stress measurement, making it an unsuitable
measurement for short-term studies (10, 104). While the non-invasive method of
sampling is desirable, fecal samples are also not readily accessible in comparison to
saliva or blood sampling. Still more methods of cortisol sampling are being examined in
equine studies, including the measurement of cortisol concentrations in both hair and
tears (105, 106). There is potential for new development in this field.

1.4.6. Other physiological indices of stress
Other innovative techniques of stress measurement have been explored in equine
stress studies, including temperature assessment. The use of infrared thermography to
detect subtle changes in surface temperature has been a useful tool in studying
psychological stress, as a result of changes in vasoconstriction or dilation mediated by the
sympathetic nervous system. In particular, the eye and surrounding region have been
deemed an area of interest for its apparent ability to illustrate increases in sympathetic
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activity through increased surface temperature (107, 108). Another notable region of
interest is the pinna, which demonstrates similar temperature increases (109, 110). Both
of these areas are especially suitable for temperature assessment in relation to
psychological stress, as they are unaffected by most expounding factors, such as coat
density or colour. These measures are also non-invasive, and therefore, attractive for use
in equine research, being used in studies relating to handling and visual stressors among
others.
Another prospective method of assessing psychological stress in horses is
galvanic skin conductance (GSC). Though it has yet to be utilized in equine research, it
has been investigated human research as well with other mammals and is most wellknown for its use in human tests of deception (polygraphs). Galvanic skin conductance
variation is due to small variations in perspiration that occur as a result stress. Increased
perspiration due to increased stress results in increased skin conductance. Like horses,
children often perceive clinical settings as stressful; in one study GSC was employed in
order to determine stress levels of children in a dental setting before and after their
treatment, finding that GSC conductance was highest prior to treatment, and lowest upon
completion (88). Assessing GSC in horses in relation to stress would be an interesting
research endeavour, if attempted in a controlled environment where confounding factors
could be limited.

1.5.

Behavioural indices of stress
Unlike most adult humans, animals are unable to verbally communicate their

levels of stress; therefore, behavioural indices of stress are of imperative consideration.
Many studies have shown that various physiological parameters of stress correlate with
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specific behavioural patterns, illustrating that behaviour is a strong indication of
psychological stress in animals (114-116). This is of utmost importance in scenarios
where stress assessment is necessary, but physiological measurements are not possible. In
horses, a variety of behaviours have been studied, with various behaviours being
suggestive of calmness, while others suggest increased stress. Subtle manifestations of
stress in somatomotor forms can include raised head, tail swishing, ear position,
increased flight distance, and defecation. More conspicuous stress behaviours can include
pawing, rearing, bucking, or refusal to move as directed among others.
Lansade and colleagues used testing paradigms that included novel object testing,
novel area testing, and surprise testing, to elucidate whether a “fearfulness trait” exists in
horses. These tests are particular salient in a hospital setting, as horses are exposed to
many novel treatment apparatuses, novel areas within the hospital, and can be exposed to
other unexpected stimuli as well. Not only did they find consistency within horses (i.e.
horses that exhibited certain stress-related behaviours during one test exhibited them
throughout all tests), but they also found consistency over time (i.e. behavioural
responses to a stressor remained consistent throughout testing phases). Furthermore,
behavioural indications of stress correlated with HRV, supporting the linkage between
the physiological and behavioural measurements, suggesting that the observed
behavioural stability may be reflective of underlying temperament, or “fearfulness trait”,
in horses (115).
Research has also been conducted on behaviour in association to handling stress.
For instance, several studies have examined stress in horses related to participation in
equine assisted therapy (EAT) (117-120). Interestingly, horses involved in these studies
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often show no significant difference in behavioural stress responses between experienced
riders, and patients involved in therapy. These studies are interesting in the context of a
teaching hospital, as the students and EAT patients are often inexperienced in equine
handling; however, it can be argued that horses participating in EAT are selected based
on their calm temperaments. Therefore, these results are not transferable to a clinical
setting, where horses of varied temperaments are encountered. In fact, injury related to
reactive behaviours in horses is perhaps most detrimental to inexperienced handlers, as
they are generally incapable of correctly assessing behavioural cues (121). Depending
upon the coping strategy of each particular horse, manifestations of stress as behaviour
could include precursors to, or active fight or flight behaviours, such as crowding or
rearing, which could pose a risk to both horse and handler.
Despite the appeal of behavioural observation for use in stress research,
accurate interpretation is crucial, and heavily dependent upon each individual. Although
some research has shown a significant correlation between behaviour and physiological
stress, some evidence exists to the contrary. Other studies suggest that a lack of overt
behavioural exhibition may not necessarily indicate a lack of stress. Instead, lack of
behavioural response to a stressor may be attributed to stimulus-control by the handler
(i.e. compliance does not equate to calmness) or learned coping behaviour from the horse
(123). Therefore, it is prudent to pay close attention to subtle behavioural changes in
horses, as they can often be the most illuminating.
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1.6.

Implications of stress in horses
Accurate assessment of stress and consequent mitigation is of utmost importance

to equine welfare. Though the concise definition of welfare is debated amongst
researchers, the common theme of subjective state is prevalent, and it is agreed that
assessments of welfare cannot be solely dependent upon objective assessment of physical
living conditions. Broom posits that the relationship between stress and welfare is simple:
an animal’s welfare is negatively affected when an individual has difficulty coping or
fails to cope (124, 125). Novel developments in the field of affective neuroscience have
provided valuable insight into the highly similar emotional pathways of animals and
suggests that emotions are heavily dependent upon individual perception to stimuli.
Perception, and therefore emotions, are deeply linked to individual experience (114).
Thus, it is of critical importance that best efforts are made to ensure positive experiences
for equine patients during treatment in veterinary hospitals.
Providing positive experiences for horses is not only ideal in relation to
preserving their positive subjective states, it is also imperative for ensuring that they
receive optimal care. Research has shown that despite hampered learning in most training
settings, highly stressed, or fearful horses show avoidance behaviours more readily than
less fearful horses (114). Handlers may unknowingly be providing reinforcement, in
response to avoidance behaviours during treatment, acting to further encourage this
behaviour and reducing the efficacy of the treatment procedure. Due to the horse’s
propensity to generalize responses to a variety of stimuli, this could negatively impact
overall healthcare provision. The effects of generalization and the potential negative
impact upon treatment are further supported in a study by de Boyer and colleagues, who
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found that equine subjects perceived common veterinary clothing as a negative stimulus,
and as such, altered their behaviour towards it, and as a result, potentially toward the
veterinarian (126).
Although clinical settings are rife with stimuli that equids could perceive as
stressful, mitigating techniques can be applied during handling to reduce stress as much
as possible. For instance, positive reinforcement techniques have been found to reduce
defensive behaviours and increase learning speed and motivation (127-130). With
respect to stimuli related to benign veterinary procedures, stress in horses is decreased
using non-confrontational, or positive reinforcement handling techniques (131). The
identification and quantification of stress not only informs handlers when stressmitigating techniques are necessary, but also of when the implemented techniques are
effective. In addition to the improvement of equine welfare, proper stress identification
and mitigation are crucial to handler safety. When a handler is able to appropriately
assess behavioural indications of stress, they are able to anticipate the horse’s responses,
and act accordingly to decrease the likelihood of defensive behaviours that could be
detrimental to both horse and handler.
The goal of this research was to increase awareness of equine stress behaviours in
hospitals, allowing for the alteration of procedural methods, and subsequent reduction of
stress levels. Short-term goals of this study were to formulate a simplified scale of equine
stress behaviour, which can be practically implemented in the clinic. Specific objectives
were: Objective I: to identify if equine patients are stressed in hospital during various
routine minimally invasive hospital procedures at our veterinary teaching hospital.
Objective II: to develop a stress scoring system for use by handlers of various equine
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handling experience (and equine behaviour knowledge) to determine whether alternative
handling methods should be implemented.
I hypothesized that that established physiological indicators of stress, such as
heart rate and heart rate variability, and salivary cortisol concentration, would correspond
with the occurrence and increased frequency of some equine behaviours, in response to
various routine procedures. Therefore, as heart rate and salivary cortisol increased, and
heart rate variability decreased, behavioural observations of stress-related behaviours
would increase in frequency.
In order to test my hypothesis and accomplish my objectives, I measured heart rate,
heart rate variability and salivary cortisol concentration before (baseline) and during/after
a selection of minimally invasive routine procedures. Simultaneously, I recorded
behaviour through videography. From the preliminary observation of the video footage, I
formulated an ethogram and then using comparisons between the behaviours noted in the
ethogram and the physiological data, I was able to develop a corresponding behaviour
scale based on the behaviours that correlated most closely with physiological data, and
were observed amongst all horses. This scale will be validated through use on equine
patients at the AVC Large Animal Clinic, over the course of two years.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1.

Experimental Animals
Subjects for the study consisted of a convenience sample of equine patients of

various breeds, ages, and uses (i.e. work horses, racing horses, jumping horses), admitted
to the Atlantic Veterinary College’s (AVC) Veterinary Teaching Hospital Large Animal
Clinic (LAC) over a two-year period. Horses admitted for select elective procedures were
considered eligible for the study, and consent was obtained from the owner for study
participation prior to admission. Signalment (age, breed and sex, purpose) were recorded
for each horse. Additionally, an owner-completed questionnaire was used to obtain
information pertaining to the horse’s experience with handling, haltering and tacking,
trailering, as well as length of travel time to AVC, and temperament prior to admission to
the LAC.
Patients admitted for elective surgeries and breeding were selected, as they were
assumed to not have any painful clinical conditions prior to admission to the hospital.
Horses scheduled for admission to the LAC for castration, artificial insemination by
frozen semen, or arthroscopy of the hock or fetlock (and identified as non-painful by
large animal surgery clinicians) who were admitted to the hospital for 24-48 hours,
minimum, were selected as potential candidates for the study. Patients admitted for some
elective procedures, including some stifle arthroscopies were excluded, as they were
generally thought to be painful. Upon arrival to the LAC, potential candidates were
unloaded from their trailers, bypassed the scale, and were placed into an empty stall.
Clients were notified of the study and asked to consent to the horse entering the study. If
the owner consented, and the animal was not excluded for any reason, the owners were
asked to complete a questionnaire.
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Horses with little to no handling experience, as ascertained by the questionnaire,
may have been dangerous to work with; therefore, some were excluded from the study
based on owner testimony of behaviour, and behaviour observed while the horses were
stalled in the LAC prior to commencing data collection. This exclusion criterion
minimized confounding effects resulting from stress induced by handling and the use of
monitoring equipment and increased the safety of subjects and researchers.
All horses were admitted on an in-patient status, remained at the LAC overnight,
and were kept in similar conditions. A total of 27 horses were entered into the study.

2.2.

Baseline data collection
Following admission, horses were placed in standard stalls (3.6 x 3.6m box stalls,

with partial-solid swing doors, and a small rear alley door for handler access), to allow
them to habituate to their surroundings. Each stall was bedded with wood shavings and
contained a water bucket and a small amount of Timothy hay. Horses had visual access to
the aisle, and the stalls opposite, which may or may not have been occupied. After the
initial habituation period (approximately 30 minutes to 90 minutes) when the horse
appeared calm, data collection began. Video footage was also collected using a handheld
camcorder (Canon VIXIA HF R800) from outside of the stall, attempting to visualize the
entire body of the horse through the bars of the stall. Video footage was captured in barn
lighting consistent throughout all videos, with no additional lighting implemented. A
minimum of ten minutes of video data was collected. Stall camera recording was
continued for the duration of data collection.
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Once adequate time was allotted for habituation to the stall, one handler entered
the stall and fastened a lead line to the horse’s halter. The researcher then entered and a
heart rate monitor (Equine Polar V800) was fitted to the horse according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The belt was placed around the girth area of the horse and
tightened to allow the electrodes to maintain sufficient contact with the horse’s skin. The
monitor was positioned so that the electrodes were situated on the left side of the horse
with the electrode sensors beginning just below the withers and running down the girth
area to the area just dorsal to the horse’s front left leg (Figure 1). Prior to placement of
the belt, the skin in the area was drenched with water using wet cloth, and the belt was
soaked in water, in order to further improve contact between the belt and the horse’s skin.
Upon placement of the monitor, the R-R test, calculating inter-beat intervals for
use in calculating measurements of heart rate variability, was initiated using the
Bluetooth-connected V800 HR watch monitor. Heart rate accuracy was confirmed by
taking a manual heart rate using a standard stethoscope. If the manual heart rate and the
heart rate displayed on the V800 HR watch did not match, the belt was re positioned or
re-wetted to improve contact of the electrodes. Once the V800 HR watch and manual
heart rate were in agreement, the watch was placed on a hook on the outside of the stall.
Manual heart rate x Polar Heart Rate Monitor comparisons were continued intermittently
throughout all procedures. Auscultation was also used to monitor for the presence of
cardiac arrhythmias, and horses with detected arrhythmias were excluded from the study.
Following placement, adjustment and data collection verification, a saliva sample
was collected from each horse in order to determine salivary cortisol concentration. This
was conducted by using a non-sterile gauze square inserted into the corner of the horse’s
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mouth with a haemostat and left for a period of one minute. Once the gauze was wellsaturated with saliva, it was removed and placed in an unused 12mL syringe and the
saliva was extracted into a micro-centrifuge tube, by depressing the plunger of the
syringe upon the gauze. The gauze was deposited into waste, and the micro-centrifuge
tube was labeled and stored in a secure -20 C freezer. The horse was released and left
alone in the stall for ten minutes, until the commencement of the first procedure. These
measures constituted baseline data.

Figure 2.1. Placement of heart rate monitor belt, as indicated by the box and arrow

2.3.

Veterinary procedures assessed
2.3.1. Overview
Behaviour and physiological data were collected during three routine hospital

procedures that are normally considered to be innocuous: weighing on the scale, physical
examination, and venipuncture. The order of procedures was randomized for each horse,
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using an applet developed for the purpose of this study. Heart rate was measured for the
entire duration of data collection using the data collected during the R-R test, and
samples for salivary cortisol was taken following each procedure. Veterinary procedures
occurred sequentially with the goal of obtaining salivary cortisol measurements 15
minutes after the beginning of each procedure. Ten minutes was allotted between the
collection of saliva and the beginning of each new procedure, to allow horses some time
to recover from any physiological arousal from the previous procedure.
A logbook was maintained for recording the time of day each horse was assessed
and if something unexpected happened during procedures (if mares and stallions were
present at the same time, or if another horse was led by the stall during a procedure). The
examiner’s level of experience and comfort with horses (i.e. student with little experience
versus clinician) was determined through subjective self-evaluation and also noted.

2.3.2. Physical examination
One handler entered the stall and attached a lead line to the horse’s halter, and the
time was recorded as the beginning of the procedure. An AVC student or clinician then
entered the stall to begin a standardized physical examination. Standardization of the
order of tasks was ensured for each examination, and the order and timing of procedures
was posted and reviewed with the students and clinicians prior to examination. The R-R
recording, and video recording were ongoing during this activity. The V800 HR watch
was monitored intermittently to ensure continued data collection by the HR monitor.
Once the examination was concluded, the horse was released for the remainder of the 15
minutes following the beginning of the procedure. A saliva sample was collected 15
minutes after the examination began.
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The standardized physical examination was conducted as follows (Figure 2.2):
Handlers were asked not to utilize any comforting techniques (i.e. talking, clicking,
petting, scratching) during the physical examination. They were asked to carry out the
examination to the best of their abilities without utilizing these techniques.
1. The student, staff member, or clinician walked into the stall and attached the lead line
(~30 seconds). The second student or clinician entered the stall after the lead line was
attached. One student or staff member held the horse and one student or clinician
conducted the examination.
2. The examiner placed a hand on the horse’s neck on the left side one hand length above
the withers to alert the horse to their presence. The examination commenced on the left
side (LHS) of the horse (~10 seconds),
3. The heart was ausculted on the LHS (~30 seconds- 1 minute).
4. The lungs were ausculted on the LHS (~30 seconds- 1 minute).
5. The abdomen were ausculted on the LHS (~30 seconds- 1 minute).
6. The examiner walked around the horse on the left and while standing off the rump to
left, elevated the tail and took the temperature using a digital rectal thermometer (~1
minute).
7. The examiner walked to the front of the horse and stood just off the midline to the left
and gently rolled the lip back to assess mucous membrane color and evaluate the
capillary refill time (~30 seconds).
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8. The examiner walked around the horse to the right side (RHS), then commenced right
side examination (~10 seconds).
9. The examiner placed a hand on the horse’s neck on the right side one hand length
above the withers. The examination commenced on the right side of the horse (10
seconds),
10. The heart was ausculted on the RHS(~30 seconds).
11. The lungs was ausculted on the RHS (~30 seconds).
12. The abdomen was ausculted on the RHS (~30 seconds).
13. Starting with the right front leg (RF), and moving to the right hind (RH), left hind
(LH), then left front (LF), the legs were palpated, without lifting the hooves.
14. The examiner exited the stall and the handler released the horse and exited the stall.

Auscult Heart
(LHS)

Auscult Lungs
(LHS)

Auscult
Abdomen (LHS)

Rectal
Temperature

Mucous
Membranes
(Gums)

Auscult Heart
(RHS)

Auscult Lungs
(RHS)

Auscult
Abdomen (RHS)

Palpate Legs (RF,
RH, LH, LF)

Figure 2.2. Standardized procedure for physical examination in chronological order, as
indicated by arrows.
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2.3.3. Venipuncture
One handler entered the stall and attached a lead line to the horse’s halter, and the
time was noted as the beginning of the procedure. An AVC student or clinician then
entered the stall to perform venipuncture. A 20-gauge needle, attached to a one-use
vacutainer holder, was inserted into the jugular vein. A vacutainer blood tube was then
attached to the holder, and the desired amount of blood was drawn into the tube. The tube
was then disconnected, and the needle was removed from the jugular vein. When the
horse was not tractable for venipuncture and the procedure could not be completed
without mechanical restraint as an intervention, behaviors were recorded for two minutes
during the attempt at venipuncture. This two-minute segment of video recording was
used as behavioural data for this procedure.
Twitching and other interventions were not used during the venipuncture attempts
included in the study. The R-R recording, and video recording were ongoing during this
activity. The V800 HR watch was monitored intermittently to ensure continued data
collection by the HR monitor. Once the venipuncture was concluded, the horse was
released for the remainder of the 15 minutes following the beginning of the procedure. A
saliva sample was collected 15 minutes from the start of the venipuncture.

2.3.4.

Weighing on the scale

One handler entered the stall and attached a lead line to the horse’s halter, and the
time was noted as the beginning of this procedure. The researcher began collecting video
data using a handheld camcorder, collected the V800 HR watch from outside of the stall
and accompanied the horse to the area with the scale in the LAC. The handler attempted
to lead the horse onto the floor scale by walking it up the ramp, occasionally with the
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assistance of one or more other people to guide the rear of the horse (these additional
handlers were present during all procedures). The scale was situated against one wall of
the scale room, with a bar to the inside of the scale against the wall. The out-facing side
of the scale was open. The scale was elevated, and the horse was guided up a ramp on
one side, onto the black, matted surface of the scale, and down the ramp on the other side.
In the event that an initial attempt was unsuccessful, the handler may have made
additional attempts, leading the horse from the opposite direction.
The procedure was concluded either when all four of the horse’s feet were on the
scale surface and the horse was still, or after two minutes of attempting to get the horse
onto the scale. This video recording was used as behavioural data for this procedure. The
R-R recording, and video recording were ongoing during this activity. The V800 HR
watch was monitored intermittently to ensure continued data collection by the HR
monitor. Once the horse was returned to the stall, it was released for the remainder of the
15 minutes following the beginning of the procedure. A saliva sample was collected 15
minutes from the moment the handler began leading the horse to the scale.

2.4.

Physiological measurements
Salivary cortisol concentration was assessed using an ELISA (Salimetricsâ, State

College PA) test with saliva samples run in duplicates for each procedure (e.g. baseline
and each procedure). Samples were prepared and run according to manufacturer
protocols. The intra-assay correlation coefficient for this kit is between 4-7% and the
inter-assay correlation coefficient is between 3-11%. The lower limit of sensitivity for
this kit is 0.007µg/dL. Kubios HRV Standardâ (ÓKubios OY 2016-2020) software was
used for analysis of the HRV data. Artifact correction was set to moderate. Short HRV
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recordings (2-minute segments) were used for the HRV analysis. Segments that are
coordinated with the timing of the procedure (at rest/baseline, and during the procedure),
and segments with the lowest percent of artifacts were used.
The calculations of HRV were based on both time domain and autoregressive
frequency domain measurements derived from the Kubiosâ Software. Time domain
variables included: Mean RR, mean HR, SDNN, and RMSSD. Frequency domain
variables were derived from autoregressive estimation and included: low frequency
power (nu), high frequency power (nu), and low frequency to high frequency ratio. The
low frequency (LF) band was set at 0.01-0.07 Hz while the high frequency (HF) band
was set at 0.07-0.6 Hz.

2.5.

Behavioural measures
Video recordings of baseline and each procedure were uploaded onto a computer

and viewed using VLC media player. For baseline data, the first two-minute segment was
selected during which the entirety of the horse was best visible. For the physical
examination data, a two-minute segment was selected that included the examiner
measuring rectal temperature and assessing mucous membranes. For venipuncture and
weighing data, segments generally lasted a total of two minutes. In these cases, the entire
segment was analyzed. When the procedure was completed in under two minutes, video
collection continued in the stall for the remainder of the two-minute period. Individual
behavioural events, including actions such as ear-flicking and head-tossing, that occurred
during a two-minute period were counted, recorded, and totalled for each procedure
(Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. Ethogram of observed behaviours
Behaviour

Description

Ear flicking

Horse moves one or both ears from one orientation to another

Tail flicking

Horse moves tail laterally

Shifting

Horse transfers weight from one leg to another without moving to a
new location
Horse extends the front hoof and subsequently retracts while dragging
the hoof along the floor or through the air
Horse refuses to move in the direction indicated by the handler;
stopping
Horse moves in the opposite direction indicated by the handler

Pawing
Balking
Backing up
Head tossing
Crowding

Horse moves head laterally or horizontally in an exaggerated and
erratic manner
Horse explicitly moves toward handler

Biting

Horse grasps or attempts to grasp handler using their teeth

Rearing

Horse lifts both front hooves off the ground simultaneously

Bucking
Kicking

Horse kicks both hind legs simultaneously, bearing weight on their
two front hooves
Horse strikes out with either hind leg

Striking

Horse drives either front hoof forward in the air

Vocalizing

Horse emits noise from mouth (i.e. whinny, neigh, nicker, squeal)

Snorting

Horse emits noise from nostrils by blowing air

2.6. Behaviour scale formulation
These behaviours were chosen based on a preliminary analysis of the types of
behaviour observed throughout the study. The behavioural totals were then ranked by
frequency for each horse for each procedure and compared with ranked heart rate
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variability variables and salivary cortisol using the Spearman Correlation method. For the
purpose of this research, ear flicking was chosen as the primary behaviour used in the
creation of the behaviour scale, as it was the only behaviour displayed by all of the horses
in the study and the rankings of ear-flicking behaviour significantly correlated with
rankings for average mean RR (mnRR) and average mean heart rate (mnHR). This
system was then used by the researcher to score the stress level of each horse.
Table 2.2 Example of rankings ear-flicking during baseline for a selection of horses
Horse
Number of ear-flicks Rank
7
8
9
10
11

79
21
37
61
32

5
1
3
4
2

Using the ranking of the horses for the physiological measurements and
corresponding counts for ear flicks, horses were divided into three equal groups, with the
lowest ranked horses in the first group, moderately ranked horses in the second group,
and high ranked horses in the third group. Based on the number of ear flicks exhibited by
horses in each group, an approximation was determined for number of ear flicks
corresponding with horses that are considered “Minimally Stressed”, “Moderately
Stressed”, or “Stressed/Highly Stressed”, comprising the three points of the scale. This
scale was then used by blinded observers to place the horses into the three stress
categories.
Five horses were selected for the next phase of behavioural analysis: one low-scoring
horse (less stressed), one high-scoring horse (highly stressed), and three horses with
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intermediate scores (moderately stressed). Six observers of varying horse experience
were selected to digitally view two-minute segments of video recordings from baseline
and each procedure. These observers were blinded to the scores assigned to the horses by
the researcher but were asked to utilize the scoring system to assign their own scores to
the six horses. This was completed by counting the number of ear flicks performed
throughout a two-minute segment of video recordings for each procedure. If both ears
flicked asynchronously, they were counted separately. The same video segments were
utilized for each blinded observer.

2.7.

Analysis
2.7.1. General analyses
Statistical analysis was conducted using SASâ statistical software. All of the

physiological data and the ear flicking counts were assessed as normally distributed using
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, standard
error, coefficient of variance, and variance) were calculated for each HRV parameter
(RR, HR, SDNN, RMSSD, LF, HF, and LF:HF ratio) as well as salivary cortisol
concentration, and ear flicking counts. In order to determine whether any procedure was
more stressful for the horses than the others, HRV parameters, salivary cortisol
concentrations, and ear flicking counts by procedure (baseline and each treatment) were
assessed using the Randomized Block Analysis of Variance design across 4 procedures
(RB-4) ANOVA, with a Scheffe’s post hoc Test when a significant difference was
observed in the main effects for the F statistic (ANOVA). Further to account for
differences in samples evaluated across procedures the analysis of variance was evaluated
in SAS using the general linear model analysis procedure (PROC GLM).
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Table 2.3 Behaviour scale of stress quantification
Rating
Classification
1- Minimally Stressed

Horse does not flick ears, or exhibits minimal ear flicks
(0-20 flicks/minute)

2- Moderately Stressed

Horse flicks ears moderately with periods of minimal
flicking (21-40 flicks/minute)

3- Stressed/Highly Stressed

Horse flicks ears quickly and continuously (40+
flicks/minute)

*If both ears are moving asynchronously, count as two separate flicks

2.7.2. Signalment analyses
Horses were categorized based on age (≤2 years, >2 years), sex (male, castrated
male, female), breed (hotblood, coldblood, warmblood), and purpose [breeding,
equestrian (eventing, dressage, and hunter/jumper horses), miscellaneous (pleasure, trail,
and pasture horses), racehorse)], and trailering time. Descriptive statistics (mean,
standard deviation, minimum, and maximum) for stress measures were calculated for
each category and for each procedure. In order to determine whether signalment affected
physiological and/or behavioural measures, HRV variables, salivary cortisol
concentration and behaviour, in relation to age, sex, breed, and purpose, were compared
with the four main procedures: baseline, physical examination, venipuncture, and
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weighing. This analysis was a two-way analysis of variance using the PROC GLM
procedure followed by Scheffe’s post hoc comparison text.
Owners also provided the approximate time that the horse was trailered while
being transported to the hospital. Using this information, horses were categorized as
either being trailered for ≤1 hour or >1 hour, to determine the extent to which time in the
trailer contributed to their measures of stress upon arrival. Comparisons between stress
measures for both journey durations were made using 2-sample t-tests for baseline data.

2.7.3. Experience analyses
In order to compare the horses’ level of stress with their experience of being
handled or tacked, owners were asked the extent to which their horses received ample,
adequate or some/minimal/no experience handling and tacking. This categorization was
used as a grouping strategy to compare the measures of stress and evaluated using a twoway analysis of variance with post hoc Scheffe’s Test.
Additionally, notes were made on the equine experience of the horse’s primary
handler for the duration of the procedures at the hospital. Handlers experience was
separated into experienced or novice and analyzed using two-way analysis of variance.

2.7.4. Physiological and behavioural ranking analyses
Spearman Correlation Coefficients were used to compare the rank of the horse
across procedures for the measures of interest. Physiological and behavioural parameters
were ranked for all horses, for each procedure separately.

2.7.5. Inter-rater reliability for use of behaviour scale
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Inter-rater reliability was calculated for each procedure using the scores provided
by the blinded observers. Based on the counts of number of ear flicks per minute, they
were asked to use the behaviour scale (Table 2.2) to rank the horses from least stressed to
most stressed. These ranks were assessed using IntraClass Correlation Coefficient
Analysis (164) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
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3.1.

Procedure analysis
3.1.1. Heart rate variability measures
Measures of HRV were available for 26 horses from the baseline data collection

period and following measurements of the horse on the scale (e.g. post-weighing).
However, one horse within the sample did not provide data for post-venipuncture and
post-examination procedures. HRV data was unavailable for some horses during
procedures if the data had a high artefact percentage or if data collection had to be
terminated due to safety reasons.
Although the average of the mnRR value for the sample of horses was lower at
baseline (N=26) and during the post-weighing (N=26) data collection period compared to
the post-examination (N=25) and post-venipuncture (N=25) procedures, no significant
difference in mnRR was observed between the four procedures (F= 0.76; df=3 ; p=0.52).
In the evaluation of the average score for the mnHR values, it was noticed that while the
values were higher at baseline (N=26) and during the post-weighing (N=26) data
collection than during the post-examination (N=25) and post-venipuncture (N=25) data
collections, no significant difference was found between procedures (F= 0.32; df=3 ;
p=0.81).
Average SDNN and RMSSD were found to be highest during the postweighing (N=26) data collection and lowest at baseline (N=26), with data from postexamination (N=25) and post-venipuncture (N=25) falling intermediately; however, no
significant difference was noted between procedures for average SDNN or average
RMSSD (F= 0.87; df=3 ; p=0.46, F=0.44; df= 3; p=0.72, respectively).
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The average of the low frequency power (normalized units) was observed to be
highest at baseline (N=26) and lowest during the post-weighing (N=26) data collection,
with data from post-examination (N=25) and post-venipuncture (N=25) falling
intermediately, although no significant difference was noted between the average low
frequency power of each procedure (F=1.27; df= 3; p=0.29). Conversely, average high
frequency power (normalized units) was lowest at baseline (N=26) and highest during the
post-examination (N=25) data collection with data from post-venipuncture (N=25) and
post-weighing (N=26) falling intermediately. No significant difference was noted
between the average HF of each procedure (F= 1.61; df=3; p=0.19). Similarly, average
LF:HF ratio was highest at baseline (N=26) and lowest during the post-examination
(N=25) data collection, with data from post-venipuncture (N=25) and post-weighing
(N=26) falling intermediately. No significant difference was noted between the average
LF:HF ratio of each procedure (F= 1.67; df= 3; p=0.18).

3.1.2. Mean cortisol concentration
Cortisol data was unavailable for two horses during baseline, and one horse for
the post-scale procedure. These results were unavailable because saliva could not be
collected from the horse at this time. Average salivary cortisol concentration was highest
at baseline and lowest during the post-weighing data collection, with data from postexamination and post- venipuncture falling intermediately. No significant difference was
noted between the mean cortisol concentration of each procedure (F= 0.88; df= 3;
p=0.46).
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3.1.3. Behaviour
Ear flicking was selected as the primary behaviour for the measurement of stress
in this study, as it was most highly correlated with HRV measures from the observed
behaviours (Table 3.1), and was the only behaviour consistently displayed by all subjects.
Other behaviours were observed (Table 3.2) but were deemed unsuitable as they were not
highly correlated with physiological measures of stress and were not exhibited by all
patients.
General Linear Model analyses using the average number of ear flicks as the
dependent variable across each of the four measurement periods (baseline, post weight
measure, post examination and post- venipuncture showed a significant difference
(F=9.11; df=3; p<0.0001) in the mean number of ear flicks measured during each
procedure. Scheffe’s Post-hoc Comparison Test showed that the number of ear flicks
measured at baseline was significantly higher compared to post-examination and postvenipuncture. The post hoc assessment of the overall significant F statistic from the GLM
analysis also showed that the number of ear flicks measured after the weigh in (postweighing) was significantly different from the post-examination and post-venipuncture .
No significant difference was observed between baseline and post-weighing and between
post-exam and post-blood collection (Figure 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Correlation matrix between the ranking of horses during each procedure
for frequency of ear flicking and the rankings of horses for physiological
measurements of stress
Ranking of
Ranking of horses during each procedure for frequency of ear
horses during
flicking
each
procedure for
Baseline
Examination
Venipuncture
Weighing
rs
-0.45
-0.48
-0.13
-0.57
mnRR
p
0.02
0.01
0.53
0.003
n
26
25
25
26
rs
p
n

0.49
0.01
26

0.41
0.04
25

0.13
0.43
25

0.54
0.005
26

SDNN

rs
p
n

-0.08
0.69
26

0.39
0.06
25

-0.17
0.43
25

0.18
0.37
26

RMSSD

rs
p
n

-0.20
0.32
26

0.02
0.92
25

-0.08
0.69
25

-0.22
0.28
26

LF:HF ratio

rs
p
n

-0.01
0.97
26

0.12
0.58
25

-0.12
0.58
25

0.02
0.93
26

Salivary
cortisol
concentration

rs
p
n

-0.05
0.79
27

-0.05
0.83
25

0.12
0.56
27

-0.01
0.96
26

mnHR
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Table 3.2. Ranges in the frequency of behavioural events per horse during each
procedure
Behaviour

Procedure
Baseline

Venipuncture

Examination

Weighing

Ear flicking

21-110

3-130

8-105

24-90

Tail flicking

0-7

0-2

0-4

0-1

Shifting

0

0-8

0-4

0-1

Pawing

0

0-1

0-1

0

Balking

0

0

0

0-4

Backing up

0

0-4

0-3

0-3

Head tossing

0-10

0-7

0-22

0-1

Crowding

0

0-3

0-6

0-1

Biting

0

0

0

0

Rearing

0-1

0

0-1

0

Bucking

0

0

0

0

Stomping

0-1

0-5

0

0

Vocalizing

0-2

0-4

0-1

0-5

Snorting

0-2

0-1

0-1

0-1
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Number of Ear Flicks

a

a

b
b

Figure 3.1. Number of ear flicks by procedure; error bars represent standard deviation;
significant differences are indicated by letter with a’s being significantly different from
b’s.
3.2.

Signalment analysis
3.2.1. Age group

Of the 27 horses sampled, 14 were older than two years of age (Group 1), and 13 horses
were two years of age or younger (Group 2). Average mnRR data, one measurement
within the time domain ensemble for HRV, was available for 12 of the 13 horses in
Group 2 and was unavailable for one horse in Group 1 for the examination and
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venipuncture procedures. Two-way analysis of variance was used to evaluate the
differences in average mnRR across the four measurement periods and age groups. The
results of the overall ANOVA are shown in Table 3.3 below.
While there were no significant differences observed in the comparison of
average mnRR across the four measurement periods, a significant difference was
observed for average mnRR between the age groups. A follow-up post-hoc analysis of
the significant F statistic for average mnRR between the age groups using Scheffe’s Test,
indicated that horses classified as older than two years of age had a significantly higher
average mnRR than horses two years of age or younger.
Table 3.3. Summary of comparison for mnRR across procedure and by age group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

mnRR
1313 ± 262

mnRR across age groups
<= 2yrs of age: 1231 ± 298
>2yrs of age 1409 ± 182

Post
Examination

1355 ± 319

<=2yrs of age: 1280 ± 337
>2yrs of age: 1431 ± 278

Post
Venipuncture

1317 ± 291

<=2yrs of age: 1260 ± 246
>2yrs of age: 1374 ± 327

Post Weighing

1242 ± 218

<=2yrs of age: 1193 ± 224
>2yrs of age: 1299 ± 205

Model
Comparison

F=1.56; p=0.16;
df=7,103

F= 8.32; p<0.005; df= 1,96
Horses classified as older than two
years of age had a significantly
higher mnRR than horses two years
of age or younger

Average mnHR data, another measurement within the time domain ensemble for
HRV, was available for 12 of the 13 horses in Group 2 and was unavailable for one horse
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in Group 1 for the examination and venipuncture procedures. Two-way analysis of
variance was used to evaluate the differences in average mnHR across the four
measurement periods and age groups. The results of the overall ANOVA are shown in
Table 3.4 below.
While there were no significant differences observed in the comparison of
average mnHR across the four measurement periods, ANOVA indicated a significant
difference between horses in Group 1 and Group 2 (p=0.005). Scheffe’s Test indicated
that average mnHR was significantly lower for horses greater than two years of age than
horses two years old or younger.
Table 3.4. Summary of comparison for mnHR across procedure and by age group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

mnHR
48 ± 12

mnHR across age groups
<= 2yrs of age: 52 ± 14
>2yrs of age 43 ± 5

Post
Examination

47 ± 11

<=2yrs of age: 50 ± 11
>2yrs of age: 44 ± 11

Post
Venipuncture

48 ± 13

<=2yrs of age: 49 ± 8
>2yrs of age: 47 ± 18

Post Weighing

50 ± 9

<=2yrs of age: 52 ± 10
>2yrs of age: 48 ± 7

Model
Comparison

F=1.62; p=0.14;
df=7,103

F= 8.30; p<0.005; df= 1,96
Horses classified as older than two
years of age had a significantly
lower mnHR than horses two years
of age or younger

Salivary cortisol concentration data was unavailable for one horse in each group
during the Post- Examination data collection and was unavailable for one horse in Group
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2 for the Post-Weighing data collection. Two-way analysis of variance was used to
evaluate the differences in average salivary cortisol concentration across the four
measurement periods and age groups. The results of the overall ANOVA are shown in
Table 3.5 below.
A significant difference between average salivary cortisol concentrations was
noted between the two age groups (p= 0.003); this was further analyzed using Scheffe’s
Test, which showed that cortisol concentrations were significantly higher for horses
greater than two years old, as opposed to horses two years of age or younger. No
significant difference was found between the four procedures. ANOVA indicated that no
significant difference exists between age categories for average SDNN, RMSSD, LF: HF
ratio, and ear flicks.
Table 3.5. Summary of comparison for salivary cortisol across procedure and by age
group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

Salivary cortisol
0.29 ± 0.07

Salivary cortisol across age groups
<= 2yrs of age: 0.27 ± 0.08
>2yrs of age 0.32 ± 0.04

Post
Examination

0.26 ± 0.10

<=2yrs of age: 0.25 ± 0.09
>2yrs of age: 0.30 ± 0.07

Post
Venipuncture

0.27 ± 0.08

<=2yrs of age: 0.22 ± 0.11
>2yrs of age: 0.30 ± 0.06

Post Weighing

0.27 ± 0.08

<=2yrs of age: 0.25 ± 0.09
>2yrs of age: 0.30 ± 0.07

Model
Comparison

F=1.95; p=0.07;
df=7,104

F= 9.44; p<0.005; df= 1,97
Horses classified as older than two
years of age had a significantly
higher cortisol concentration than
horses two years of age or younger
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3.2.2. Sex
To determine the differences between the measured parameters of stress of
different sexes, horses were placed into one of three categories based on their sex: male,
female, and castrated male. Of the 27 horses sampled, 14 horses were uncastrated males
(stallions), nine horses were females (mares), and four were castrated males (geldings).
Salivary cortisol concentration data was unavailable for two females during the postexamination data collection and for one castrated male during the post-weighing data
collection.
Analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences in the average
concentration of salivary cortisol using a one-way analysis of variance across 3 levels of
sex: (males, females, and castrated males). The results showed that there were significant
differences between male horses as compared with horses in the castrated male cohort
and the female cohort for the baseline and post- venipuncture procedures (F=10.68; df=2;
p<0.0001, F=11.51; df=2; p<0.0001, respectively). In addition, there were significant
differences between male horses as compared with horses in the female cohort for postexamination and post-weighing (F=7.23; df=2; p<0.0002, F=7.97; df=2; p<0.001,
respectively) (Figure 3.2). ANOVA indicated that no significant difference exists
between sex categories for average RR, HR, SDNN, RMSSD, LF: HF ratio, and ear
flicks.
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b

Cortisol concentration (µg/dL)

b

a

Figure 3.2 Cortisol concentration (µg/dL) by sex category; error bars represent
standard deviation; significant differences are indicated by letter with a’s being
significantly different from b’s.
3.2.3. Breed
Of the 27 horses sampled, five horses were considered cold-blooded breeds
(including Friesians and Fjords), four horses were considered warm-blooded breeds
(including Warmbloods, Standardbreds, Hanoverians, Paints, Quarter Horses, and
crossbreeds), and 16 horses were considered hot-blooded breeds (including Arabians, and
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Thoroughbreds). HRV data was unavailable for one warmblood during Baseline and
Post-Weighing, and for two warmbloods for Post-Examination and Post- Venipuncture.
Two-way analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences in stress parameters
across the four measurement periods and breed groups (Table 3.6). While there were no
significant differences observed in the comparison of breeds across the four measurement
periods, the post-hoc Scheffe’s Test, indicated that average mnRR was significantly
higher for horses in the hot-blooded breed category when compared to horses in cold- or
warm-blooded breeds.
Table 3.6. Summary of comparison for mnRR across procedure and by breed group
PROCEDURE
mnRR
mnRR across breed groups
Baseline
1313 ± 262
Coldblood: 1141 ± 268
Hotblood: 1558 ± 118
Warmblood: 1297 ± 256
Post
Examination

1355 ± 319

Coldblood: 1162 ± 208
Hotblood: 1558 ± 263
Warmblood: 1351 ± 340

Post
Venipuncture

1317 ± 291

Coldblood: 1210 ± 281
Hotblood: 1546 ± 214
Warmblood: 1282 ± 295

Post Weighing

1242 ± 218

Coldblood: 1090 ± 117
Hotblood: 1413 ± 235
Warmblood: 1241 ± 220

Model
Comparison

F=1.84; p=0.06;
df=11,99

F= 8.71; p<0.0004; df= 2,88
Horses classified as hot-blooded had
a significantly higher mnRR than
cold- or warmblooded horses

While there were no significant differences observed in the comparison of
average mnHR across the four measurement periods, two-way analysis of variance
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indicated a significant difference between horses in each breed category (p< 0.002)
(Table 3.7). Scheffe’s Test indicated that average mnHR was significantly lower for or
hot-blooded horses than for cold- and warm-blooded horses.
Table 3.7. Summary of comparison for mnHR across procedure and by breed group
PROCEDURE
mnHR
mnHR across breed groups
Baseline
48 ± 12
Coldblood: 56 ± 11
Hotblood: 39 ± 3
Warmblood: 49 ± 12
Post
Examination

47 ± 11

Coldblood: 53 ± 8
Hotblood: 39 ± 7
Warmblood: 48 ± 12

Post
Venipuncture

48 ± 13

Coldblood: 51 ± 9
Hotblood: 39 ± 6
Warmblood: 50 ± 15

Post Weighing

50 ± 9

Coldblood: 56 ± 6
Hotblood: 43 ± 6
Warmblood: 50 ± 9

Model
Comparison

F=1.40; p=0.19;
df=11,99

F= 6.92; p<0.002; df= 2,88
Horses classified as hot-blooded had
a significantly lower mnHR than
cold- or warmblooded horses

Salivary cortisol concentration data was unavailable for one warmblood and one
hot-blood during post-examination data collection, and for one warmblood during postweighing data collection.
Analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences in the average
concentration of salivary cortisol using a one-way analysis of variance across three
breeds. Scheffe’s Test indicated that cold-blooded breeds had significantly lower average
cortisol concentrations than warm- and hot- blooded breeds during baseline and post-
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venipuncture measurements (F= 8.43; df=2; p<0.0005 and F=15.24; df=2; p<0.0001,
respectively). During Post-Examination measurements, it was determined that warmblooded horses had significantly higher average cortisol concentrations than cold-blooded
horses (F=6.28; df=2; p= 0.003). It was determined that hot-blooded horses have
significantly higher average cortisol concentrations than cold-blooded horses PostWeighing (F=4.36; df=2; p=0.015) (Figure 3.3). ANOVA indicated that no significant
difference exists between breed categories for average SDNN, RMSSD, LF: HF ratio,
and ear flicks.
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Cortisol concentration (µg/dL)
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a

b

Figure 3.3 Cortisol concentration (µg/dL) by breed category; error bars represent
standard deviation; significant differences are indicated by letter with a’s being
significantly different from b’s.
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3.2.4. Equine use
Of the 27 horses sampled, five horses were used for breeding, nine horses were
used for equestrian sports (including hunter/jumper competition, eventing, and dressage)
five horses were used for miscellaneous purposes (including pleasure and companion
horses), and seven were racehorses (including trotters and pacers). Two-way analysis of
variance was used to evaluate the differences in average mnRR across the four
measurement periods and equine use groups. While there were no significant differences
observed in the comparison of average mnRR across the four measurement periods,
Scheffe’s Test indicated that average mnRR was significantly higher for breeding horses
and racehorses than for equestrian and miscellaneously categorized horses (Table 3.8).
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Table 3.8. Summary of comparison for mnRR across procedure and by equine use
group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

mnRR
1313 ± 262

mnRR across breed groups
Breeding: 1499 ± 153
Equestrian: 1256 ± 195
Miscellaneous: 1077 ± 346
Racehorse: 1424 ± 216

Post
Examination

1355 ± 319

Breeding: 1527 ± 243
Equestrian: 1258 ± 279
Miscellaneous: 1121 ± 237
Racehorse: 1502 ± 349

Post
Venipuncture

1317 ± 291

Breeding: 1503 ± 217
Equestrian: 1234 ± 205
Miscellaneous: 1108 ± 397
Racehorse: 1423 ± 245

Post Weighing

1242 ± 218

Breeding: 1394 ± 210
Equestrian: 1184 ± 176
Miscellaneous: 1042 ± 167
Racehorse: 1350 ± 195

Model
Comparison

F=2.61; p=0.003;
df=15,103

F= 12.0; p<0.0001; df= 3,88
Horses classified as breeding and
racehorses had a significantly higher
mnRR than equestrian or
miscellaneous horses

Two-way analysis of variance was also used to evaluate the differences in average
mnHR across the four measurement periods and equine use groups (Table 3.9). No
significant differences were observed in the comparison of average mnHR across the four
measurement periods, but Scheffe’s post hoc Test indicated that average mnHR was
significantly higher for miscellaneous horses than for breeding, equestrian, and
racehorses. ANOVA also indicated that average mnHR was significantly higher for
equestrian horses than for breeding horses.
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Table 3.9. Summary of comparison for mnHR across procedure and by equine use
group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

mnHR
48 ± 12

mnHR across breed groups
Breeding: 1499 ± 153
Equestrian: 1256 ± 195
Miscellaneous: 1077 ± 346
Racehorse: 1424 ± 216

Post
Examination

47 ± 11

Breeding: 1499 ± 153
Equestrian: 1256 ± 195
Miscellaneous: 1077 ± 346
Racehorse: 1424 ± 216

Post
Venipuncture

48 ± 13

Breeding: 1499 ± 153
Equestrian: 1256 ± 195
Miscellaneous: 1077 ± 346
Racehorse: 1424 ± 216

Post Weighing

50 ± 9

Breeding: 1499 ± 153
Equestrian: 1256 ± 195
Miscellaneous: 1077 ± 346
Racehorse: 1424 ± 216

Model
Comparison

F=2.72; p=0.002;
df=15,103

F= 12.89; p<0.0001; df= 3,88
Horses classified as miscellaneous
had a significantly higher mnHR
than breeding, equestrian or
racehorses; equestrian horses had
significantly higher mnHR than
breeding horses

Average RMSSD was evaluated using two-way analysis of variance across the
four measurement periods and equine use groups (Table 3.10). No significant differences
were observed in the comparison of average mnHR across the four measurement periods,
but Scheffe’s Test indicated that average RMSSD was significantly lower for
miscellaneous horses than for breeding, equestrian, and racehorses.
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Table 3.10. Summary of comparison for RMSSD across procedure and by equine
use group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

RMSSD
55 ± 22

RMSSD across breed groups
Breeding: 64 ± 23
Equestrian: 65 ± 23
Miscellaneous: 27 ± 17
Racehorse: 58 ± 14

Post
Examination

63 ± 25

Breeding: 68 ± 23
Equestrian: 71 ± 23
Miscellaneous: 38 ± 25
Racehorse: 66 ± 19

Post
Venipuncture

59 ± 28

Breeding: 64 ± 21
Equestrian: 70 ± 29
Miscellaneous: 30 ± 21
Racehorse: 59 ± 25

Post Weighing

61 ± 22

Breeding: 65 ± 14
Equestrian: 70 ± 23
Miscellaneous: 43 ± 39
Racehorse: 58 ± 15

Model
Comparison

F=2.44; p=0.005;
df=15,103

F= 11.25; p<0.0001; df= 3,88
Horses classified as miscellaneous
had a significantly lower RMSSD
than breeding, equestrian or
racehorses

Average LF:HF ratio was evaluated using two-way analysis of variance across the
four measurement periods and equine use groups (Table 3.11). The results of the overall
ANOVA are shown in Table 3.11 below. No significant differences were observed in the
comparison of average LF:HF ratio across the four measurement periods, Scheffe’s Test
indicated that average LF:HF ratio was significantly higher for racehorses than for
equestrian horses.
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Table 3.11. Summary of comparison for LF:HF ratio across procedure and by
equine use group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

LF:HF ratio
0.96 ± 1.09

LF:HF ratio across breed groups
Breeding: 0.93 ± 0.52
Equestrian: 0.49 ± 0.54
Miscellaneous: 0.84 ± 0.54
Racehorse: 1.67 ± 1.82

Post
Examination

0.58 ± 0.41

Breeding: 0.58 ± 0.31
Equestrian: 0.38 ± 0.21
Miscellaneous: 0.73 ± 0.57
Racehorse: 0.77 ± 0.49

Post
Venipuncture

0.62 ± 0.59

Breeding: 0.88 ± 1.01
Equestrian: 0.38 ± 0.19
Miscellaneous: 0.36 ± 0.33
Racehorse: 0.98 ± 0.51

Post Weighing

0.59 ± 0.53

Breeding: 0.65 ± 0.41
Equestrian: 0.36 ± 0.26
Miscellaneous: 0.91 ± 1.04
Racehorse: 0.62 ± 0.31

Model
Comparison

F=1.72; p=0.06;
df=15,103

F= 4.32; p<0.007; df= 3,88
Horses classified as racehorses had
significantly higher LF:HF ratio than
racehorses

Two-way analysis of variance was also used to evaluate the differences in mean
ear flicking across the four measurement periods and equine use groups (Table 3.12). No
significant differences were observed in the comparison of mean ear flicking across the
four measurement periods, but Scheffe’s Test indicated that miscellaneously categorized
horses flicked their ears significantly more times that racehorses.
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Table 3.12. Summary of comparison for ear-flicking counts across procedure and by
equine use group
PROCEDURE

Ear-flicking counts

Ear-flicking counts ratio across
breed groups
Breeding: 49 ± 18
Equestrian: 59 ± 24
Miscellaneous: 81 ± 22
Racehorse: 52 ± 18

Baseline

60 ± 23

Post
Examination

34 ± 26

Breeding: 26 ± 22
Equestrian: 43 ± 13
Miscellaneous: 46 ± 47
Racehorse: 16 ± 8

Post
Venipuncture

37 ± 23

Breeding: 39 ± 21
Equestrian: 40 ± 21
Miscellaneous: 48 ± 38
Racehorse: 24 ± 12

Post Weighing

58 ± 21

Breeding: 46 ± 23
Equestrian: 63 ± 18
Miscellaneous: 66 ± 22
Racehorse: 52 ± 20

Model
Comparison

F=3.47; p=0.0001;
df=15,105

F= 5.76; p<0.002; df= 3,90
Horses classified as miscellaneous
flicked their ears significantly more
than racehorses

Average salivary cortisol concentration data was unavailable for one
miscellaneous and one breeding horse during Post-Examination data collection, and for
one equestrian horse during Post-Weighing data collection.
The differences in the average concentration of salivary cortisol were evaluated
using a one-way analysis of variance across 4 levels of equine use. Scheffe’s Test
indicated that miscellaneous horses had significantly lower average cortisol
concentrations than breeding, racing, and equestrian horses during baseline and post-
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examination measurements (F= 12.08; df=3; p<0.0001 and F=10.42; df=3; p<0.0001,
respectively). During post-venipuncture and post-weighing measurements, it was
determined that breeding horses had significantly higher average cortisol concentrations
than miscellaneous and racehorses (F= 4.26; df=3; p=0.007 and F=7.03; df=2; p=0.0002,
respectively). ANOVA indicated that no significant difference exists between equine use
categories for average SDNN.

3.2.5. Trailering time
Of the 27 horses sampled, information on the duration of trailering time was
available for 26 horses, 13 of which were trailered for one hour or less, and 13 of which
were trailered for more than one hour. T-tests were conducted to explore the relationship
between baseline HRV data, ear flicking, and cortisol compared to trailering time. No
significant differences were noted for stress parameters corresponding to trailering time.

3.3.

Experience analysis
3.3.1. Handling experience
Of the 27 horses sampled, eight horses were categorized as having ample

experience being handled, 11 horses were categorized as having adequate experience
with handling, and eight horses were categorized as having some/minimal/or no
experience with being handled. These categorizations were based on owner reports.
ANOVA was used to examine the relationship between stress parameters and experience
with handling. No significant difference was found between HRV variables, ear flicking,
or salivary cortisol when compared to experience with handling.
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3.3.2. Tacking experience
Of the 27 horses sampled, nine horses were categorized as having ample
experience being tacked, six horses were categorized as having adequate experience with
tacking, and 12 horses were categorized as having some/minimal/or no experience with
being tacked. These categorizations were based on owner reports. HRV data was
unavailable for one horse with no tacking experience. One-way analysis of variance was
used to evaluate the differences in average mnRR across breed groups (Table 3.13). The
post-hoc Scheffe’s Test indicated that that horses with ample tacking experience had a
significantly higher average mnRR than horses with some/minimal/none experience with
tacking. ANOVA indicated that no significant difference exists between equine use
categories for average HR, SDNN, RMSSD, LF:HF ratio, salivary cortisol, and ear flicks.
Table 3.13. Summary of comparison for mnRR counts across procedure and by tack
group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

mnRR
1313 ± 262

mnRR across breed groups
Ample: 1453 ± 238
Adequate: 1371 ± 203
Some/minimal/none: 1168 ± 252

Model
Comparison

F=3.79; p=0.038;
df=2,25

F= 3.79; p<0.04; df= 2,23
Horses having ample tacking
experience had significantly higher
mn RR than horses with
some/minimal/none experience

3.3.4. Handler experience
Of the 27 horses sampled, six were handled in hospital by students or staff
with prior horse experience, and 20 were handled by students with no prior horse
experience. HRV data was unavailable for one horse handled by an inexperienced
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handler. One-way analysis of variance was used to evaluate the differences in average
RMSSD across breed groups (Table 3.14). The post-hoc Scheffe’s Test indicated that
horses handled by experienced handlers had a significantly lower average RMSSD than
horses handled by inexperienced handlers. ANOVA indicated that no significant
difference exists between equine use categories for average RR, HR, SDNN, LF:HF ratio,
salivary cortisol, and ear flicks.
Table 3.14. Summary of comparison for mnRR counts across procedure and by tack
group
PROCEDURE
Baseline

RMSSD
55 ± 22

RMSSD across breed groups
Experienced: 52 ± 24
Inexperienced: 68 ± 10

Post
Examination

63 ± 25

Experienced: 59 ± 25
Inexperienced: 76 ± 16

Post
Venipuncture

59 ± 28

Experienced: 56 ± 25
Inexperienced: 65 ± 25

Post Weighing

61 ± 22

Experienced: 59 ± 21
Inexperienced: 66 ± 29

Model
Comparison

F=0.96; p=0.46;
df=7,103

F= 4.93; p<0.03; df= 1,96
Horses handled by an experienced
handler had significantly lower
RMSSD than those handled by an
inexperienced handler

3.4.

Physiological and behavioural rank analysis
Correlations between stress parameter ranks were determined using the Spearman

Rank Correlation. For the baseline, exam, and weighing procedures, a significant inverse
correlation was noted between average mnRR and average mnHR (correlation
coefficient= -0.98, p<0.0001; correlation coefficient= -0.98, p<0.0001; correlation
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coefficient= -0.96, p<0.0001), and another correlation was noted between average mnRR
and ear flick frequency (correlation coefficient= -0.45, p=0.020; correlation coefficient= 0.48, p=0.015; correlation coefficient= -0.57, p=0.003, respectively); however, no
significant relationship were noted between stress parameters during the venipuncture
data collection.
Additionally, a positive correlation was noted between average mnHR and ear
flick for baseline, examination, and weighing procedures (correlation coefficient=0.49,
p=0.010; correlation coefficient= 0.41, p=0.041; correlation coefficient= 0.54, p=0.005,
respectively). Average RMSSD was found to correlate positively with average SDNN for
all procedures (correlation coefficient= 0.76, p<0.0001; correlation coefficient= 0.63,
p=0.001; correlation coefficient= 0.82, p<0.0001; correlation coefficient= 0.71,
p<0.0001, respectively). Lastly, average LF:HF ratio correlated with salivary cortisol for
the baseline procedure only (correlation coefficient= 0.42, p=0.031).

3.5.

Inter-rater reliability for use of behaviour scale
Raters scored the horses, using the ear-flick scale, while watching the same video

clip of each procedure. They then ranked the horses from least to most stressed, based on
their ear-flicking scores. The inter-rate agreement of these ranks was then measured using
an IntraClass Correlation Coefficient Analysis. At baseline (n=4 horses) with four
observers, the lower limit 95% confidence interval (CI) was 0.13, the ICC was 0.49 and
the upper limit 95% CI was 0.85, indicating that the agreement between raters was
significantly high. For physical examination (n=4 horses) with four observers, the lower
limit 95% CI was 0.55the ICC was 0.54888 and the upper limit 95% CI was 0.99,
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indicating that the agreement between raters was significantly high. For weighing (n=5
horses) with four observers, the lower limit 95% CI was 0.063045, the ICC was 0.41126
and the upper limit 95% CI was 0.76, indicating that the agreement between raters was
significantly high. For venipuncture (n=5 horses) with four observers, the lower limit
95% CI was -0.22, the ICC was 0.0 and the upper limit 95% CI was 0.22. Therefore,
agreement between raters was not significant during venipuncture, as 0 is included in the
95% CI.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
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This study showed that hospital environments may be stressful for horses,
beginning upon their arrival. It also shows that there is great potential for the use of
behavioral indicators in a hospital environment, to enable handlers to identify and
quantify stress in equine patients. These results were validated using physiological
techniques, as well as behavioral techniques.
It was hypothesized that routine veterinary hospital procedures would cause stress
in horses and that some procedures would elicit a more pronounced physiological and
behavioural stress response than others. For the purpose of this study, healthy horses
presenting for elective purposes were evaluated during common procedures: physical
examination, jugular venipuncture, and walking onto a weight scale. Based on clinician
experience, physical examination was considered a low-stress procedure; jugular
venipuncture was considered a high-stress procedure; and walking onto a weight scale
was considered a medium-stress procedure. Results of this study based on behavioural
and physiological measures did not indicate that any specific procedure was more
stressful to equine patients than the others. Instead, it appears that in comparison with the
values of some variables reported in the literature (10, 30, 87, 89, 121) that equine
patients experienced stress responses from the time they entered the hospital. For
instance, mean RR was lower on average for the patients in this study when compared to
baseline values determined by Schmidt and colleagues in studies of equine stress in
relation to transport and training (87, 89). Baseline values of salivary cortisol
concentrations collected in this study were found to be higher on average when compared
to baseline salivary cortisol values collected in other equine stress studies (10, 133).
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4.1. Physiological indicators of stress
4.1.1. Heart rate variability
The analysis of heart rate variability is an important tool in stress research in
many animals, including both humans and horses, due to its ability to provide critical
insight on the function and balance of the autonomic nervous system. In order to
determine whether there was a shift toward sympathetic dominance during routine
veterinary procedures, this study evaluated average mnRR, average mnHR, mean SDNN,
mean RMSSD, mean LF, mean HF and mean LF:HF ratio.
By assessing the time domain measures of average mnRR and average mnHR, it
was determined that heart rate and inter-beat intervals were not significantly different
when horses were undergoing procedures compared to resting in a stall. However,
baseline values for average mnRR during routine veterinary procedures are lower in this
study than basal average mnRR values collected in other equine studies, and remained
lower during the treatment procedures (87, 89, 108). In these studies, assessing road
transport, training, and restrictive tacking, baseline values were measured in the horses’
home environments, and therefore provide more accurate basal values. Baseline average
mnHR values are higher in comparison to basal values outlined by Merck Veterinary
Manuals, and the American Association of Equine Practitioners, and noted in other
studies, and remained so throughout the study (31, 88, 89, 116, 122, 132, 133). This
deviation from baseline literature values throughout all procedures is an indication that
horses could have been experiencing stress from the time they entered the hospital. It is
difficult to compare other time domain HRV variables with typical basal values, as those
reported in the literature are highly variable.
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Analysis of frequency domain measures, such as LF:HF ratio would indicate
whether or not there was a shift in autonomic mediation from parasympathetic to
sympathetic, as the ratio increased. However, it was difficult to discern this shift without
true baseline values outside of the hospital environment in this study. It is difficult to
determine a consensus in baseline value of frequency domain measures of heart rate
variability, due to the small sample of studies that have measured frequency domain in
horses in relation to emotional stress.
It is possible that the lack of significance noted in the physiological indices
relating to procedure could be due to the relatively small convenience sample of horses
used in this study, decreasing the statistical power. It could be suggested that HRV values
were highest in baseline and weighing procedures, due to the increased motion of the
horse, in comparison to the physical examination and venipuncture procedures, in which
the horses were restrained (134). These results were unlikely a factor of motion, as
similar patterns were observed in salivary cortisol and ear-flicking data, which do not
vary as a result of restricted motion.
Differences in measures of heart rate variability were also noted when analyzing
the data based on signalment. In the field of stress research, it is commonly
acknowledged that physiological measurements of stress vary with age. Based on
previous studies it was hypothesized that younger horses would exhibit higher
physiological and behavioural responses than older horses for numerous reasons (39,
135). These studies examined the effect of calm companions on naïve horses
experiencing novel stimulation. In both studies, it was determined that naïve horses
exhibited higher stress responses when made to complete the tasks alone. Furthermore,
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Hangii posits that when horses are repeatedly exposed to an inconsequential stimulus at a
consistent intensity, their behavioural response to the stimulus is diminished (136). This
habituation would likely occur through the experience of older horses but would be
absent in young horses. The majority of young horses included in this study were
admitted to the hospital for castrations. These colts had often never been moved from
their home farms, with 7 out of 13 horse having none or minimal experience with
trailering. This number could have been even greater, as the categorization of experience
level was highly subjective. Additionally, although owners of young horses did not often
rate the horses as having minimal experience with handling and tacking, their ratings may
have differed, if compared to the experience of older horses.
Heart rate variability measurements, in particular, are dependent upon the
subject’s age. Primarily, intrinsic heart rate has been found to decrease with age in
mammals, due to a gradual decline in contractility of the myocardium (137, 138). Aging
is also associated with decreased concentration of catecholamines, as well as response of
pacemaker tissue to catecholamines, leading to decreased autonomic effect on HRV (137,
139, 140). It was hypothesized that average mnHR would be significantly higher for
younger horses, while HRV measures would be lower.
In agreement with the literature, average mnRR was significantly lower for horses
two years of age or less, as compared to horses greater than two years of age. Inversely,
average mnHR was significantly higher for younger horses, as expected. Although some
studies with horses have determined that age does not contribute significantly to HRV,
these studies also did not include animals less than two years of age, potentially
concealing age-specific effects (10, 141). Due to the physiological implications of age on
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measures of HRV, age-related findings cannot be solely attributed to subjective
experiences such as those with handling or tacking.
It was hypothesized that there would be a significant difference in physiological
stress indices between mares, stallions, and geldings. In humans, females had higher
time-domain measures of HRV. Contrastingly, in equine research some studies fail to
discern a significant difference in measures of HRV between males and females (29, 69,
122, 142), as was the case in this study.
For this study, it was inferred that there would be a significant difference in
physiological and behavioural indices of stress between hot-blooded, warm-blooded, and
cold-blooded horses. Ample anecdotal evidence can be found within the horse
community, with regards to the temperament of various breeds belonging to these three
categorizations. Although, few studies have directly assessed breed-specific differences
in temperament, and none have assessed the differences in stress response between
breeds, those that are available seem to support the anecdotes, indicating that hot-blooded
horses tend to exhibit higher states of arousal and more anxious temperaments than
warm-blooded horses, which tended to exhibit higher states of arousal than cold-blooded
horses (143-146). In the present study, hot-blooded horses were found to have higher
average mnHR and lower average mnRR further supporting the concept of breed-specific
temperament traits.
It was also hypothesized that stress measures would vary depending upon the
purpose of each individual horse. It was thought that racehorses and equestrian horses
would have significantly lower physiological and behavioural indices of stress than
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breeding and miscellaneous horses. This was inferred due to the fact that racehorses and
equestrian horses are generally accustomed to trailering and relocation to unfamiliar
environments, with ample novel stimuli. Time-domain parameters of HRV indicate that
stress is lowest for racehorses and breeding horses, and highest for miscellaneous horses.
This supports the hypothesis that racehorses would have low indicators of stress,
due to their experience with novelty and stimulation. It also supports the hypothesis that
miscellaneous horses, the majority of which are pasture horses, would have higher
indices of stress due to their lack of exposure to novel stimulation. Additionally, some of
the horses classified as miscellaneous may be rescue horses, who have undergone
previous trauma, and therefore would perhaps be more fearful in unfamiliar
environments.
Breeding horses may exhibit low HRV indications of stress, due to the fact that
they have previous experience in the hospital environment for breeding purposes and are
used to ample handling. Furthermore, the majority of the horses categorized as breeding
mares were admitted to the hospital from the same farm and were stabled in close
proximity to one another. This social familiarity may have had a mitigating effect on their
stress levels.
Contrary to the frequency-domain parameters, racehorses exhibited the highest
average LF:HF ratio, which could be indicative of high sympathetic activity, although it
is difficult to determine due to the influence of vagal tone on both high and low
frequency power. It is difficult to find evidence of a linkage between purpose and stress
in the literature, as studies often utilize horses from similar training backgrounds in order
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to control for confounds. It can be inferred that the purpose of equine patients may
correspond to their stress levels in the hospital
Ample research has been conducted on the stress of transportation in horses,
indicating that physiological measures such as HRV and cortisol concentration increase
immediately at the beginning of transportation (10, 30, 87, 89, 147), and that increasing
duration can further affect stress levels by triggering a chronic response (10, 87). Equine
patients of the AVC LAC come from throughout Atlantic Canada, meaning that they are
trailered for varying amounts of time prior to their arrival. It was hypothesized that horses
trailered for more than one hour would have higher baseline indices of stress than horses
that were trailered for one hour or less (10). No significant difference was found for the
physiological parameters of stress, indicating that the duration of trailering did not affect
the level of stress measured once in hospital, following the allotted acclimation period
(minimum of thirty minutes).
It was hypothesized that horses rated as having some/minimal/no experience by
their owners would exhibit higher indices of stress than horses that were rated as having
ample or adequate experience. No significant difference was found in physiological stress
measurements between horses of either grouping. This could be attributed to a number of
factors, including the subjectivity of the owner rating scale of handling experience.
Therefore, two horses with similar handling experience could be rated as having “some”
experience, or as having “adequate” experience. Secondly, experience with handling
does not mean that horses have experience with a variety of handlers or handling
techniques. In this case, unfamiliarity may be more salient to the horse’s perception of
stress than experience with general physical handling.
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Furthermore, frequent handling experiences in a home environment do not
necessarily translate to a hospital setting. Whereas some horses perceive the hospital
environment as unfamiliar, others have perhaps retained memories of prior experiences or
are capable of generalizing from other similar veterinary experiences. For instance, one
horse had previously had a negative experience with intravenous sedation at their home
farm. This horse exhibited heightened HRV measures during the venipuncture procedure.
Literature relating to varying levels of handling on stress is elusive, as most equine
studies utilize horses of similar training backgrounds to minimize confounding factors.
This finding is especially important for equine handlers in the context of a veterinary
teaching hospital. Handlers may not be familiar with their equine patients and may place
too much confidence in the owner assessment of patient experience or compliance.
Though owner assessments are valuable, their subjectivity must be considered.
It was hypothesized that horses rated as having some/minimal/no experience with
tacking by their owners would have higher baseline indices of stress than horses rated as
having adequate or ample experience. This was inferred due to the fact that horses with
tacking experience will be familiar with a girth similar to the HRV apparatus. Horses
with ample tacking experience had significantly higher average mnRR during baseline
than horses with some/minimal/no experience. This finding could support the hypothesis,
indicating that experienced horses are calmer with the HRV girth. However, the lack of
significance in the other physiological stress measurements would perhaps suggest
otherwise. In order to further explore the potential stress response elicited by attaching
the girth, acclimation could be assessed in a separate study in which other stressors are
eliminated. It is important to note that the ratings of experience are highly subjective.
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Like horses, human handlers experiencing psychological stress exhibit
subconscious physiological and sometimes behavioural indicators of stress (148).
Research has shown that horses are extremely perceptive to the psychological state of
humans, and that they often react in a synchronous manner (149-151). Consequently,
horses that interact with a psychologically stressed human, may also present a stress
reaction. It was hypothesized that horses handled by humans with equine experience
would exhibit lower indices of stress than horses handled by inexperienced handlers. This
was seen as particularly relevant to this study, as many of the inexperienced student
handlers reported that they were anxious or scared around the horses.
Paradoxically, horses are used successfully in therapeutic programs for many
inexperienced humans, who may exhibit indications of psychological stress. Some
researchers examining the effects of therapeutic riding programs on equine welfare
suggest that horses do not exhibit a concurrent stress response, in reaction to handler
stress (117, 120). Moreover, Merkies et al. determined that horses may, in fact, react
positively to psychologically stressed individuals. They demonstrated that horses in the
presence of a fearful individual (i.e. afraid of horses) display lower indices of stress than
when exposed to a calm individual; although, horses did not interact with the humans
involved in this study (99).
Results of the present study showed that horses handled by an experienced
handler had a significantly lower average RMSSD than horses handled by inexperienced
handlers, indicating that horses are potentially less stressed when being handled by an
inexperienced individual. The results of this study could be attributed to equine
perception for human psychological state. It is also possible that inexperienced handlers
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interact with horses in a more reserved manner, than experienced handlers who may
unwittingly be more forceful in their technique as a result of their confidence. No
significant differences were noted in any other measurements of stress. These results
pertaining to the effects of handler experience must be cautiously interpreted, due to the
unequal sample sizes of the two groupings.

4.1.2. Salivary cortisol concentration
The measurement of salivary cortisol concentration provides non-invasive insight
into the magnitude of HPA activation. It was hypothesized that salivary cortisol
concentrations would be highest for venipuncture, which was thought to be the most
stressful procedure included in the study. Average salivary cortisol concentrations were
found to be higher at baseline and throughout the study, than values found in the
literature (10, 30, 71, 122, 152). These studies assessed stress during transport, husbandry
procedures, and training, and average baseline salivary cortisol concentrations were
determined in the horses’ home environments. Therefore, these values are more
representative of true baseline values than those collected in this study.
Similarly, to measurements of HRV, it was hypothesized that salivary cortisol
would be significantly higher for younger horses, resulting from higher stress levels in
younger horses. Contrarily, average cortisol concentrations were higher in older horses.
This finding agrees with other equine studies, which found a positive correlation between
increased age and free cortisol concentration (66). Intrinsic differences in cortisol
concentrations between young and older horses may be masking potential stress-related
findings between age groups.
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Average salivary cortisol concentration of stallions was found to be significantly
different than measures taken from mares and geldings. Research in humans found that
males have higher average salivary cortisol concentrations than females (153), while
some studies in horses failed to find significant differences between sexes (66, 122).
However, unlike humans, horses have specific breeding seasons. The afore
mentioned studies that did not find significant differences in the average salivary cortisol
concentrations of different sexes were conducted over a short period of time (i.e. the
study did not span multiple seasons). Aurich et al examined cortisol concentrations of
horses throughout different seasons and determined that stallions exhibit higher cortisol
concentrations during breeding seasons. Similarly, this study spanned different seasons,
and therefore, depending upon the timing during which stallions were admitted to the
hospital, their cortisol values may have thusly been elevated (153). Assuming that this
seasonal increase in cortisol is associated with heightened arousal, it would be prudent for
handlers to note so as to anticipate any associated behaviours. Lack of significant
differences between HRV indices may indicate that psychological stress in horses is not
related to sex. Both physiological and behavioural findings associated with sex must be
interpreted with caution, due to the unequal sample sizes of each group.
Salivary cortisol results indicated that cold-blooded horses may have been less
stressed than warm- and hot-blooded horses. These findings support ample anecdotal
evidence that cold-blooded horses have a calmer temperament than warm- or hot-blooded
horses, although it is difficult to find published literature on this topic. Average cortisol
concentration was also found to be higher for breeding horses, and lower for
miscellaneous horses. This data is contradictory as both HRV measures and behavioural
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indicators suggest that breeding horses are less stressed than miscellaneous horses.
According to Aurich et al, cortisol is not affected by sex or breeding season in horses
(153).
The physiological findings pertaining to signalment and individual experience
highlight the importance of assessing stress on an individual basis. The fact that there was
no one procedure that was significantly more stressful than the others, is also indicative
of the fact that stress is highly dependent upon a combination of individual factors that
need to be assessed in a comprehensive manner in order to derive adequate conclusions
of stress levels in a hospital setting. Although several significant differences were found
between different types of horses and between horses with different experiences, the
groups were not balanced, and the type of analyses undertaken did not take into
consideration potential confounding of factors between groups.

4.2.

Behavioural correlations with physiological measures
Behavioural assessment can provide immediate critical information about animal

welfare. Throughout baseline and each procedure, video recordings were analyzed to
determine what kinds of behaviour were exhibited by the horses. Behaviours ranged from
very subtle, such as ear flicking, to explosive, such as kicking and rearing. Ear flicking
was selected for the formulation of the behavioural scale, as it was the only behaviour
exhibited by all of the horses in the study, and it was found to be significantly correlated
with HR and HRV. Ear-flicking counts for baseline and weighing procedures were found
to be significantly higher than those measured for physical examination and
venipuncture. Although no significant differences were noted between procedures for
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physiological data, a similar pattern can be noted for average mnHR, high frequency
power, and cortisol, with baseline and weighing procedures having higher measures than
physical examination and venipuncture. Average mnRR displayed an inverse pattern, in
which variability was highest for physical examination and venipuncture, and lowest for
baseline and venipuncture. These patterns indicate that ear-flicking counts may be a
useful parameter in identifying and quantifying stress in equine patients and highlight the
importance of behavioural observation in stress identification and quantification. Finally,
the effects of continued acclimation by equine patients to the hospital environment were
mitigated by randomizing the order of procedures for each horse.
Behaviour was also analyzed in relation to signalment and experience as
independent measures and was found to correspond with physiological measures in some
analyses. Although physiological measures of stress appeared to be dependent upon age,
no significant differences were noted in ear-flicking behaviours between the two groups,
perhaps indicating that variation in physiological indices with age is not a result of
variation in emotional stress, and that coping style is innate and not age-dependent.
Additionally, although average cortisol concentration was found to vary significantly by
sex, lack of significant differences between ear-flicking and HRV indices may indicate
that psychological stress in horses is not related to sex. Both physiological and
behavioural findings associated with sex must be interpreted with caution, due to the
unequal sample sizes of each group.
No significant differences were noted in ear-flicking counts between breeds,
potentially indicating that there are different behaviours may be more indicative of breedspecific patterns. Both physiological and behavioural findings associated with breed must
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be interpreted with caution, due to the unequal sample sizes of each group. With relation
to purpose, it was determined that ear-flicking counts were significantly higher for
miscellaneous horses than for racehorses. These findings are contradictory to the
physiological findings, which indicated that miscellaneous horses were significantly more
stressed than racehorses. This could be due to the temperament of racehorses in
comparison with miscellaneous horses, rather than individual stress perception.

4.2.1 Physiological and behavioural rank analysis
The field of behavioural study, as a means of stress identification and
quantification in equids is increasing in popularity. Research has been conducted to
determine the utility and reliability of behaviour as a tool in stress research, and
correlations between established physiological indicators and behavioural signs are
promising (114-121). In particular, the use of HRV and salivary cortisol are favored, due
to their consistency and non-invasive nature. Research in horses has shown persistent
relationships between equine behaviour and HRV measurements, indicating that the
presentation of stress behaviour is highly correlated with increasing HRV measurements
of stress (15, 29, 69, 90, 122).
In the present study, horses were ranked based on their behavioural and
physiological displays of stress. It was determined that ear-flicking behaviour correlated
positively and negatively with average mnHR and average mnRR, respectively, for all
procedures except venipuncture. Ear flicking is also an optimal behavioural indicator in
the creation of a stress scale to be used in a hospital setting. The subtlety of the behaviour
implies that it is likely to be observed in horses employing both reactive and proactive
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coping strategies, while more explosive behaviours such as bucking, or kicking are likely
to only be observed in proactive copers. Secondly, ear flicking behaviour can be carried
out regardless of the level of mechanical restraint being utilized, allowing for more
flexibility in the assessment tool.
The correlation between average mnHR and average mnRR with ear-flicking was
not observed during the venipuncture procedure. This is possibly due to the aversion of
the needle prick, rather than the experience of emotional stress caused by the procedure
itself, or due to the behavioural intervention that inevitably occurred in some cases. For
horses that were resistant to venipuncture, the technician sometimes covered the patient’s
eye or allowed the horse to mouth the lead rope. In these cases, it is possible that the
physiological response noted in average mnHR and average mnRR were due to the brief
pain associated with venipuncture, rather than the psychological stress of venipuncture
procedure, as a result of the distraction techniques employed by the technician.
A consistent correlation was also noted between mean SDNN and mean RMSSD.
This correlation acts as an internal validator; the value of RMSSD is derived from the
measurement of mean SDNN, therefore it is affirmative that the two correlate. Finally, a
correlation is observed between average salivary cortisol concentration and mean LF: HF
ratio for the baseline only. This is perhaps a residual response of the HPA axis to
transportation stress, or from the acclimation to the hospital environment. The same
elevation may not be observed in the time-domain parameters, or behaviour, as they
return to baseline more rapidly.
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4.3.

Inter-rater reliability
The behavioural scale (Table 2.2) was tested using measures of inter-rater

reliability. It was determined that the inter-rater reliability between blinded observers was
significant for all procedures except for venipuncture. These findings are similar to the
findings in the rank analysis, in which the horses’ physiological ranks corresponded with
their behavioural ranks for all procedures except for venipuncture. These findings, along
with the correlations with the physiological measurements support the use of the
behaviour scale to determine stress levels in hospital settings, by handlers with varying
levels of equine experience.

4.4.

Limitations
One potential limitation of this study was the relatively small sample size, as

assessed by a power analysis. Due to the nature of the AVC LAH, subjects were available
for recruitment upon admission to the hospital for elective procedures. Active recruitment
was not possible, due to the financial and logistic implications of admitting subjects to
the hospital, solely for the collection of data. As a result, the chance of Type I and Type
II errors occurring are increased, leading to rejection of a true null hypothesis or failure to
reject a false null hypothesis, respectively.
The results of the study show significant differences between horses of differing
signalment, such as breed, and equine use among others. Therefore, to truly determine the
effect of hospitalization and routine procedures on equine stress levels, it may be prudent
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to remove such confounds by recruiting a more homogenous sample; however,
homogenizing the sample may reduce the generalizability of this assessment.
Another logistical limitation of this study were the time constraints. Due to the
demanding schedule of the teaching hospital, it was not always feasible to allow
sufficient time for physiological responses to dissipate between the introduction of
subsequent stressors. For instance, due to the availability of students, and the need to
begin diagnostic procedures in a timely manner, thirty minutes was allotted for each
subject to acclimate to the hospital setting following hospital admission, and
approximately 20 minutes was allotted between procedures. Although research shows
that HRV parameters return to baseline rapidly following the termination of a stressor
(75), research on transportation stress in horses has shown that it can take between thirty
minutes and 150 minutes to return to baseline values (10, 30, 87, 89, 147).
Additionally, cortisol values can take up to 180 minutes to reach baseline values
(30, 87, 89). Literature values of salivary cortisol concentration in relation to stress
research suggest that following exposure to a stressor, cortisol concentration returns to
baseline after approximately thirty minutes (89, 122). Therefore, it is possible that
physiological measurements of stress were high throughout, due to insufficient time
between stressors to allow for a return to basal values; although, it is possible that horses
would not have been capable of reaching baseline values regardless, due to the stressful
and stimulating nature of the hospital environment. For this reason, it would have been
beneficial to acquire a baseline sample from the horse’s home environment, rather than
within the hospital. This was not possible, due to the distance travelled by many of the
horses to reach the hospital. Another suboptimal feature of timing was the varied arrival
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times of the subjects to the hospital. Horses generally arrive between 8am and 4pm, and
data collection commenced shortly after. The data collection period was approximately
one year in length; therefore, circadian rhythmicity and perhaps seasonal variation may
have confounded the measures of HRV and salivary cortisol concentration (84, 100, 154).
Collection of saliva using an oral swab proved to be difficult in some subjects.
Although it has been demonstrated that saliva collection is not stressful for horses (121),
it would have been interesting to note the behavioural response of horses to the collection
procedure and compare with physiological indices. It also would have been sensible to
provide more guidance or parameters for the subjective assessment portion of the owner
questionnaire, to decrease subjectivity and perhaps unmask some further relationships
between handling experience and stress in hospital.

4.5.

Implications and future directions
The purpose of this study was to determine whether horses were stressed during

various, minimally invasive, treatment procedures, and to elucidate a practical method for
in-hospital identification and quantification. In developing a useful assessment tool, the
linkages between psychological stress and the outward behavioural manifestation have
become clear. The critical value of this tool lies in its use in anticipation of escalation. If
students and clinicians can appropriately assess minute indications of stress in their
patients, they can proactively act by mitigating the response and decreasing the stress
levels of their equine patients. In doing so, they reduce the possibility that the stress will
manifest in less subtle, more harmful behaviour, which could be injurious to handlers and
equine patients. Furthermore, decreasing stress in patients will improve the efficacy of
the procedures, allowing handlers to be more efficient in their care.
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Creating a functionally usable scale for the detection and quantification of stress
behaviour in equine patients, will provide veterinary professionals with an important tool
for daily practice. The scale developed will allow professionals not only to discern stress
levels amongst individual patients, but also to identify procedures that were not
previously acknowledged as stressful to patients, leading to changes in methodology. In
educating future AVC graduates on the implications of stress management, we will
promote the dissemination of findings to veterinary professionals and owners. We will
provide research-based evidence to improve the welfare of horses at the Atlantic
Veterinary College’s (AVC) Veterinary Teaching Hospital and the equine community as
a whole. Ultimately this research would help to bridge the existing gap in equine
medicine and improve the quality of healthcare that horsemen and veterinary
professionals are able to provide to equine patients.
During the collection of data for this study, it also became apparent that many
veterinary students who do not have prior experience with horses are apprehensive, if not
fearful, of treating equine patients. In order to adequately determine the impact of the
behaviour rating scale on both human handlers and their equine patients, it would be
prudent to assess utility in inexperienced veterinary students. Students who have no
experience with horses would be asked to carry out a physical examination on an equine
patient, during which time physiological and behavioural measurements of stress would
be taken from both the student and the horse. The student would then be provided with
the behaviour rating scale, as well as some instruction on equine behaviour and positive
handling techniques. Subsequently, the student will be asked to reexamine the horse,
during which time stress measures will be retaken. It is hypothesized that the
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physiological and behavioural indices of stress would decrease in both the student and the
horse. In providing behavioural education, we not only provide a means to provide
exceptional care for their patients, but also the means to ensure their safety and the safety
of those around them.
Prior to the implementation of the proposed behaviour scale, efforts are required
to validate the tool on a larger scale. Furthermore, enhancement of the owner
questionnaire to improve the objectivity of horse experience ratings, in concert with the
behavioural assessment tool, could further improve evaluation capabilities.

4.6

Conclusions
By assessing the relationship between physiological and behavioural indications

of stress, I was able to devise a behaviour tool, which uses ear-flicking to identify
potential stress in hospitalized equine patients. The ability of this tool to aid in the
identification and quantification was determined through significant correlation with
known physiological parameters of stress, namely heart rate variability and salivary
cortisol. This tool is useful for identifying stress in hospitalized equine patients during
various routine procedures, as the proposed assessment technique does not require any
equipment and can be performed rapidly. Ear-flicking was particularly useful in stress
identification, as it was exhibited by all horses throughout each procedure. By focusing
on this particular behaviour, handlers will be able to assess stress regardless of the coping
mechanism employed by the patient, or the level of restraint being used, which may
inhibit the display of other potential stress behaviours.
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Using the ear-flicking behavioural assessment tool in concert with the
physiological measures of stress, we inferred that equine patients experience stress from
the time that they enter the hospital. The tool also indicates that horses are most stressed
at baseline and during weighing, while they appear less stressed during physical
examination and venipuncture. Accurate assessment of stress during these procedures can
allow for handlers to select alternative methods of handling which might decrease the
stress level of the horse, and therefore improve the safety and efficacy of the procedures.
For example, handlers may opt to use positive reinforcement techniques, give the patient
time additional time in between procedures, or employ pharmaceutical techniques to
reduce stress.
The assessment of inter-rate reliability indicated that handlers of any experience
level can utilize this tool and draw similar conclusions about the magnitude of the equine
patient’s stress response. This precision could be further improved with more thorough
basic equine behavioral education provided to veterinary students at the Atlantic
Veterinary College. However, additional testing on the accuracy of the tool is necessary
to ensure its merit.
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APPENDIX A.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENZYME-LINKED
IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAYS FOR SALIVARY CORTISOL
(Salimetricsâ, State College PA)

Step 1: Prepare reagents according to preparation instructions, and the plate layout was
determined.
Step 2: Keep the desired number of strips in the strip holder and place the remaining
strips back in the foil pouch.
Step 3: Pipette 24 mL of Assay Diluent into the disposable tube. (Scale down
proportionally if using less than the entire plate.) Set aside for Step 5.
Step 4:
-

Pipette 25 µL of standards, controls, and saliva samples into appropriate wells.

-

Pipette 25 µL of Assay Diluent into 2 wells to serve as the zero.

-

Pipette 25 µL of Assay Diluent into each NSB well.

Step 5: Dilute the Enzyme Conjugate 1:1600 by adding 15 µL of the conjugate to the 24
mL tube of Assay Diluent. (Scale down proportionally if not using the entire
plate.) Conjugate tube may be centrifuged for a few minutes to bring the liquid
down to the tube bottom. Immediately mix the diluted conjugate solution and add
200 µL to each well using a multichannel pipette.
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Step 6: Mix plate on a plate rotator for 5 minutes at 500 rpm and incubate at room
temperature for a total of 1 hour.
Step 7: Wash the plate 4 times with 1X wash buffer. A plate washer is recommended.
However, washing may be done by gently squirting wash buffer into each well
with a squirt bottle, or by pipetting 300 µL of wash buffer into each well and
then discarding the liquid over a sink. After each wash, the plate should be
thoroughly blotted on paper towels before turning upright. If using a plate
washer, blotting is still recommended after the last wash.
Step 8: Add 200 µL of TMB Substrate Solution to each well with a multichannel pipette.
Step 9: Mix on a plate rotator for 5 minutes at 500 rpm and incubate the plate in the dark
(covered) at room temperature for an additional 25 minutes.
Step 10: Add 50 µL of Stop Solution with a multichannel pipette.
Step 11:
-

Mix on a plate rotator for 3 minutes at 500 rpm. If green color remains,
continue mixing until green color turns to yellow. Be sure all wells have
turned yellow. Caution: Spillage may occur if mixing speed exceeds 600 rpm.

-

Wipe off bottom of plate with a water-moistened, lint-free cloth and wipe dry.

-

Read in a plate reader at 450 nm. Read plate within 10 minutes of adding Stop
Solution. (For best results, a secondary filter correction at 490 to 492 nm is
recommended.)
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APPENDIX B.

OWNER QUESTIONNAIRE

Recognition of Stress Levels in Hospitalized Equine Patients During Various Veterinary
Procedures: Adaptation of a Stabled Horse Stress Scale to a Cohort of Hospitalized Horses
Principal Researcher: Dr. Laurie McDuffee
Graduate Student Researcher: Anam Hamza
anam.hamza@gmail.com
By nature, horses are highly social prey animals. In a hospital setting, equine patients are isolated
in an unfamiliar environment, and handled by unfamiliar people, in order to undergo various
treatments and procedures. These procedures can be routine and may include weighing and
physical examination. Patient stress levels vary during hospitalization, and as a result, patients
may display behaviour that is considered problematic or unwanted. If this stress behaviour was
more readily recognized and handlers were able to quantify the stress response for each patient,
they could act accordingly to decrease stress levels. Ultimately, this would increase the ease and
efficiency of treatment, and improve the overall welfare of the horse, by enhancing safety and
decreasing risk. The primary objective of this research is to validate a visual assessment method
of identifying and measuring stress levels in hospitalized equine patients during various
minimally invasive procedures.
Client Name: ……………………………..

Date: ……………………………..

Patient Name: ……………………………..

Age: ……………………………..

Sex: Male

Male castrated

Female
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Breed: ……………………………..

Purpose: ……………………………
(i.e. jumper, cow horse, racehorse etc.)

Reason for treatment: Arthroscopy

Castration

Breeding

Level of handling:
Please choose the most appropriate description for the level of human interaction or handling that
your horse has experienced.
None

Minimal

Some

Frequent

Abundant

Tacking:
Please choose the most appropriate description for your horse’s experience with tacking,
specifically in the girth area.
None

Minimal

Some

Adequate

Ample

Trailering:
Please choose the most appropriate description for your horse’s experience with trailering.
None

Minimal

Some

Adequate

How long were they trailered for coming to AVC:………………………………
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Ample

Stress Score:
Please choose the most appropriate description for how YOU would score your horse’s stress
level in hospital or other unfamiliar settings.
Never stressed

Slightly Stressed

Somewhat Stressed

Quite Stressed

Very Stressed

Additional comments:
……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..…………
…………………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………
Please feel free to contact researchers with any questions, using the contact information listed
above. Thank you for your time in completing this questionnaire!
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APPENDIX C.

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND STANDARD
ERRORS BY PROCEDURE

Baseline:
Variable
MnRR

Mean
1313.72

Std Dev
262.4854431

Std Error
51.4776306

N
26

MnHR

48.4670385

11.8882398

2.3314756

26

SDNN

56.7535273

19.8834169

3.8994589

26

RMSSD

55.4907885

22.2128686

4.3563019

26

LF_HF

0.9564047

1.0939109

0.2145336

26

EarF

59.6923077

22.8731620

4.4857961

26

0.0702490

0.0135194

27

Cortisol
0.2923333
Concentration

Examination:
Variable
MnRR

Mean
1349.56

Std Dev
314.4138119

Std Error
61.6616216

N
26

MnHR

47.1496154

11.1001072

2.1769101

26

SDNN

60.4978196

21.7104892

4.2577772

26

RMSSD

62.4667462

24.5152116

4.8078286

26

LF_HF

0.5920486

0.4093187

0.0802740

26

EarF

33.6666667

25.5628938

4.9195812

27

0.0838386

0.0167677

25

Cortisol
0.2684000
Concentration
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Venipuncture:
Variable
MnRR

Mean
1312.75

Std Dev
286.0589986

Std Error
56.1007852

N
26

MnHR

48.2291923

13.2097290

2.5906410

26

SDNN

56.9494181

23.7306847

4.6539702

26

RMSSD

58.1583038

28.0051771

5.4922671

26

LF_HF

0.6332534

0.5822516

0.1141889

26

EarF

37.2307692

23.4150510

4.5920693

26

0.1024196

0.0197107

27

Cortisol
0.2550000
Concentration

Weighing:
Variable
MnRR

Mean
1242.42

Std Dev
218.2677001

Std Error
42.8058178

N
26

MnHR

50.1311154

8.7403180

1.7141174

26

SDNN

66.9109865

34.0493393

6.6776248

26

RMSSD

60.6623808

22.4870772

4.4100787

26

LF_HF

0.5929212

0.5345151

0.1048270

26

EarF

57.9629630

20.6909149

3.9819684

27

0.0853534

0.0167392

26

Cortisol
0.2683462
Concentration
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